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Abstract

Image analysis takes a prominent role in modern biological research, where large quanti-
ties of images need to be analyzed. Microscopy images of entire organisms and their devel-
opment allows research in whole organisms or systems, producing terabyte scale datasets.
Such big datasets require the development of computer vision tools to perform tasks such
as detection, segmentation, classification, and registration. It is desirable to develop com-
puter vision tools that require minimal manually annotated training data. I demonstrate
such applications in three projects: landmark detection for image registration of fly wings,
nucleus segmentation from an electron microscopy dataset of a C. elegans dauer, and an
image analysis pipeline for the study of transcription repression in C. elegans embryos. For
each project, I use a classical method as well as a deep learning based approach, thus demon-
strating the shift in the field from classical image analysis to deep learning.

First, I present a tool for automatic Drosophila wing (of various species) registration us-
ing landmark detection, for its application in studying enhancer function. I compare the
performance of a shape model technique to a small CNN requiring only 20 training exam-
ples. Both methods perform well, and enable precise registration of thousands of wings.

The second project is a high resolution nucleus model of the C. elegans, constructed
from a nanometer-resolved electron microscopy dataset of an entire dauer larva. The nu-
cleus model is constructed using a classical dynamic programing approach as well as a CNN
approach. The resulting model is accessible via a web-based (CATMAID) open source and
open access resource for the community. I also developed a CATMAID plugin for the an-
notation of segmentation objects (here, nucleus identity). This work is the first atlas of
the C. elegans dauer diapause ever created and unveils the number of nuclei at that stage.
Despite the invariant cell lineage of C. elegans, this number was previously unknown and
paves the way for assembling the complete cell lineage through this alternative developmen-
tal stage.

Lastly, I detail an image analysis pipeline I collaborated on with Laura Breimann and oth-
ers. The pipeline involves single molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH) spot
detection, object segmentation, and embryo stage prediction. I describe a novel embryonic
stage prediction approach which I developed. The pipeline is used to study the dynamics of
X specific transcriptional repression by condensin in the C. elegans embryo.

With these three examples, I demonstrate both generic approaches to computational
modeling of model organisms, as well as bespoke solutions to specific problems, and the
shift in the field towards deep learning. Such tools will be integral to biology research in
the future, as automatic microscopes proliferate, datasets further increase in size and data
analysis is projected to become even more of a bottleneck. The tools I developed can also be
adapted to other stages and model systems, thus extending their utility beyond the studies
described in this work.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Bildanalyse nimmt eine herausragende Rolle in der modernen biologischen Forschung
ein, in der große Mengen an Bildern analysiert werden müssen. Mikroskopaufnahmen
kompletter Organismen und ihrer Entwicklung ermöglichen die Erforschung ganzer Or-
ganismen oder Systeme und erzeugen Datensätze im Terabyte-Bereich. Solche großen
Datensätze erfordern die Entwicklung von Computer-Vision-Tools, um Aufgaben wie
Erkennung, Segmentierung, Klassifizierung und Registrierung durchzuführen. Es ist wün-
schenswert, Computer-Vision-Tools zu entwickeln, die nur eine minimale Menge an manuell
annotierten Trainingsdaten benötigen. Ich demonstriere derartige Anwendungen in drei
Projekten: Landmarkendetektion für die Bildregistrierung von Fliegenflügeln, Segmen-
tierung von Zellkernen aus einem Elektronenmikroskopiedatensatz eines C. elegans-Dauers
und eine Bildanalysepipeline für die Untersuchung der Transkriptionsrepression in C. el-
egans-Embryonen. Für jedes Projekt verwende ich sowohl eine klassische Methode als
auch einen auf Deep-Learning basierenden Ansatz und zeige damit die Verlagerung des
Forschungsfeldes von der klassischen Bildanalyse hin zu Deep-Learning auf.

Zunächst stelle ich ein Tool zur automatischen Registrierung von Drosophila-Flügeln
(verschiedener Spezies) unter Verwendung von Landmarkenerkennung vor, das für die Un-
tersuchung der Funktionsweise von Enhancern eingesetzt wird. Ich vergleiche die Leistung
eines Shape-Model-Ansatzes mit der eines kleinen neuronalen Netz bei der Verfügbarkeit
von nur 20 Trainingsbeispiele. Beide Methoden schneiden gut ab und ermöglichen eine
präzise Registrierung von Tausenden von Flügeln.

Das zweite Projekt ist ein hochauflösendes Zellkernmodell des C. elegans, das aus einem
nanometeraufgelösten Elektronenmikroskopiedatensatz einer ganzen Dauerlarve erstellt
wird. Das Zellkernmodell wird sowohl mit einem klassischen dynamische Programmierungs-
ansatzes als auch mit einem CNN-Ansatz erstellt. Das resultierende Modell ist über eine
webbasierte (CATMAID) Open-Source- und Open-Access-Ressource für die Community
zugänglich. Außerdem habe ich ein CATMAID-Plugin für die Annotation von segmen-
tierten Objekten (hier die Zellkernidentität) entwickelt. Diese Arbeit ist der erste Atlas
der Dauerdiapause von C. elegans, der jemals erstellt wurde, und enthüllt die Anzahl der
Zellkerne in diesem Stadium. Trotz der invarianten Zelllinie von C. elegans war diese Zahl
bisher unbekannt und ebnet den Weg für die Zusammenstellung der kompletten Zelllinie
durch dieses alternative Entwicklungsstadium.

Schließlich stelle ich eine Bildanalysepipeline vor, an der ich zusammen mit Laura Breimann
und anderen gearbeitet habe. Die Pipeline umfasst die Punkterkennung von Einzelmolekül-
Fluoreszenz-In-situ-Hybridisierung (smFISH), die Segmentierung von Objekten und die
Vorhersage des Embryonalstadiums. Ich beschreibe einen neuartigen Ansatz zur Vorher-
sage des Embryonalstadiums, den ich entwickelt habe. Die Pipeline wird verwendet, um die
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Dynamik der X-spezifischen transkriptionellen Repression durch Condensin im C. elegans-
Embryo zu untersuchen.

Mit diesen drei Beispielen demonstriere ich sowohl generische Ansätze zur comput-
ergestützten Modellierung von Modellorganismen als auch maßgeschneiderte Lösungen
für spezifische Probleme und die Verschiebung des Feldes in Richtung Deep-Learning.
Solche Tools werden in der Zukunft für die biologische Forschung unverzichtbar sein, da
sich automatische Mikroskopie immer weiter verbreitet, die Datensätze immer größer wer-
den und die Datenanalyse voraussichtlich zu einem noch größeren Engpass wird. Die von
mir entwickelten Tools können auch an andere Entwicklungsstadien und Modellsysteme
angepasst werden, was ihren Nutzen über die in dieser Arbeit beschriebenen Studien hin-
aus erweitert.
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You have evolved from worm to man, but much within

you is still worm.

Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra

1
Introduction

The first complete cell lineage tree of a multicellular organism, published in 1983, was

produced by John Sulston and his colleagues 174,175. As part of this work, he spent 18 months

”recording” the Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) embryogenesis by sketching the events

he observed under a dissection microscope, tracking one nucleus at a time 173. The worm is

also the first and only animal with a fully mapped connectome, published in 1986 197 (and

later revised 191,198). The serial section electron microscopy (EM) based mapping was sup-

posed to be aided by a room sized computer, but its 64KB memory and 22MB storage

could not hold the nervous system of the tiny worm, and annotations were done using a

pencil43. Those ground breaking studies paved the way to countless discoveries 173, and set

the stage for decades-worth of research, including some of this work.

In the decades since, the way and pace at which science is done have changed drastically.

Light microscopy imaging technologies were revolutionized by the shift to fluorescence mi-
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croscopy. That boost was made possible by advancements in labeling techniques with the

sequencing, cloning, and variants engineering of GFP 146,67 and the generation of transgenic

organisms 26 (1992-1994). The wide array of assays and microscopy modalities and the dig-

ital acquisition of 3D as well as live samples have given us a vivid peek into the molecular

dynamics of development. Similar advances in computational power and the automation

of the field 29 mean that new developments are happening at ever growing speed.

The amount of data produced by microscopy images grows exponentially and is now reg-

ularly in the scale of terabytes73,68. In order to compare experimental conditions and reach

statistical conclusions, meaningful features in the images must be extracted and quantified.

Quantification of large volumes of data can no longer be practically achieved manually,

and now requires high-throughout analysis pipelines 124,201. Thus, there is a constant de-

velopment of computer vision tools to extract features and quantify microscopy images,

many of those are shared by the community on open source platforms like Fiji 161. Still,

the analysis of biologically meaningful features from microscopy images is often a bottle-

neck. The biggest revolution to happen in microscopy image analysis has been the advent

of deep learning. Although many of the components of deep learning have been around

since the 1990s (and even earlier)99,100,96, it wasn’t until a decade ago that it demonstrated

real world utility91,152, thanks to advancement in computing power and human innovation.

Deep learning demonstrates exceptional performance in computer vision, but microscopy

applications pose specific challenges 202.

In more than one case, this dissertation describes the recent shift in microscopy analy-

sis techniques. It details projects where I developed and applied image analysis techniques

in the study of development and transcription regulation in model organisms. It demon-

strates pipelines that automate the extraction of biologically meaningful features using im-

age detection, segmentation, and classification in the dissection of biological mechanisms.
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All of the tools developed are built for large volumes or datasets with scalability in mind.

They are also open source thus can be adapted to related projects.

1.1 Thesis outline

In the following sections, I will introduce model organisms and their use in the

study of development in a systems biology approach. Then, I will introduce microscopy

techniques used to study such model systems. The last section of the introduction is ded-

icated to detailing computer vision methodologies for quantifying biological image data

relevant to this thesis’s the work. The methods chapters of this thesis (chapters 2,3 & 4) de-

tail methods I developed and applied for the automation of microscopy data annotation

tasks. Chapter 2 describes two approaches, one active contour based, and one deep learning

based, for landmark detection for precise Drosophila species wing image registration. Chap-

ter 3 describes my work for the nuclei extraction in an EM dataset of an entire C. elegans

dauer and data availability. Chapter 4 details a pipeline for the study of transcription regu-

lation in C. elegans embryo. Finally, I discuss the overall impact of the work and share some

concluding remarks in chapter 5.

1.2 Model organisms in the study of development

Metazoan (multicellular animal) model organisms have served as powerful discovery

platforms in experimental biology and medical science. With much of the genome con-

served between species, animals share many developmental, molecular, cellular, and signal-

ing mechanisms 192. The continued study of those selected species has lead to a knowledge
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base which is both comprehensive, and ever-growing. In addition, experimental technolo-

gies and methodologies are constantly developing, expediting future research and more

in-depth knowledge 127. Unlike in vitro models, animal models enable the exploration of

systems, their function, and their interactions. While fellow mammalians are closer to hu-

mans, the use of invertebrate models, such as C. elegans and Drosophila melanogaster (D.

melanogaster), has its clear advantages. They are prolific reproducers, go through rapid

development, are small in size (can be inspected in toto/in vivo under a microscope), are

relatively simple, and easier to maintain and genetically manipulate. Collectively, those

form models for studying biological mechanisms both in high-throughput and in a more

isolated and predictable environment. These characteristics enable these model organisms

to maintain this invaluable role, in spite of the availability of tentatively more interesting

vertebrates and even mammals, thanks to their cost-effectiveness and lesser ethical concerns

evoked by dealing with them.

1.2.1 Caenorhabditis elegans

The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, AKA the worm, is an excellent tool for studying de-

velopment and gene expression 17. It is a high-level multicellular organism that follows a

eutelic development (fixed lineage) pattern and exhibits genetic and regulatory complex-

ity, despite its simple anatomy. The worm is 1mm long, has 959 cells in the self-fertile

adult hermaphrodite (which makes up most of the species), and its genome is consider-

ably smaller than human ( 100 Mb, 6 chromosome pairs), yet they share many similarities.

About 83% of the worm’s whooping 18,452 protein sequences have human gene homologs,

and C. elegans homologs were found for more than 60% of human protein coding genes94.

Moreover, many known human disease genes exist in the worm93, and major molecular

pathways such as Wnt, Notch, Insulin, and Transforming Growth Factor-β (TGF-β) signal-
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Figure 1.1: The life cycle of C. elegans - The normal development path consists of embryogenesis (∼ 13h), larval stages
L1-L4 (∼ 28h) and adulthood (∼ 2 − 3w). Under less favorable conditions an alternative developmentmight lead to
the highly resistant dauer stage. The larva can survive in dauer for∼ 4months and later develop into an adult. Figure
source: WormAtlas 5.

ing are conserved 38. Among other factors that make the C. elegans a desirable experimental

tool is its body’s transparency throughout its lifespan, it can survive freezing indefinitely, its

cell type diversity, and the short life cycle. Additionally, it can be rapidly assayed, as trans-

genic animals can be created via microinjection of a DNA plasmid, as well as feeding with

bacteria expressing double-stranded (dsRNA), or gene knockdown with RNA interference

(RNAi) 12,34,181. The extensive research and annotation of the worm led to major discover-

ies, as it was the first multicellular organism to have its full invariant cell lineage and con-

nectome mapped, as well as whole genome sequenced 172,197,175. It also drove other diverse

advances such as the development of green fluorescent protein (GFP) 26.
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Under favorable environmental conditions the life cycle of the C. elegans is comprised

of embryogenesis (1-558 cells), four larval stages (L1-L4), and adulthood (Figure 1.1 on the

preceding page). In standard laboratory conditions, development is largely invariant and

the worm completes its development in three days and lives for two to three weeks 175,174.

Embryogenesis lasts 13 hours with overlapping phases - proliferation, gastrulation, morpho-

genesis, and elongation 175,23,30. After hatching, if environmental conditions are unfavorable

during the the first larvals stages (L1-L2), the larva may enter the dauer developmental dia-

pause, at which it can survive up to four months 10. In wild type (WT), dauer entry involves

decisions at several time points, and requires complex integration by the nervous systems

of cues such as temperature, food scarcity, or pheromone abundancy (overcrowding signal),

as it considers e.g. the ratio of pheromone to food 54. The decision is followed by a vast and

coordinated reorganization of the nervous system and remodeling of various other tissues,

adapting its form to favor extreme survival over reproduction 183. The dauer larva is highly

resistant to all forms of stress 110,95 and is considered a non-aging state, as its duration does

not affect the life span after dauer exit 87. Once environmental conditions turn favorable,

the larva begins dauer exit within one hour and molts into the L4 stage after∼ 10 hours.

Therefore, the C. elegans exhibits remarkable regulatory plasticity contrasted to the worm’s

invariant cellular development under favorable conditions, and is a model for studying

(among other things) signaling pathways, development, aging, and neuronal reorganiza-

tion47,183,45.

1.2.2 Drosophila

Drosophila is a genus of more than 1,500 species of small fruit flies, with some species closely

related to one another 144. Most species are of flys that are about 2–4mm long and some are

heavily studied in developmental biology. Most commonly studied is the D. melanogaster,
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due to its short life cycle (full development in∼ 10 days), high reproductive yields (a female

can produce up to 1500 eggs in its lifetime), and as it is fairly straightforward to manipulate

genetically 205.

The development of the Drosophila wing is a classical model for studying the genetic con-

trol and phenotype diversity of tissue morphology and patterning. Different Drosophila

species have distinct spot patterns as a result of gene expression in different cells on the

wing 55. Interspecies studies have discovered both cis- and trans-regulatory elements con-

trolling gene expression giving rise to spotting patterns 55. Thus, between species compar-

isons of gene expression and genetic sequences are a powerful model for studying regula-

tory mechanisms that contribute to interspecific divergence and tissue-specific transcription

regulation.

1.3 Microscopy acquisition in model systems research

Investigating the underlying mechanisms of development through microscopy is

a centuries old art 51. Yet, recent technological breakthroughs, computer vision tool develop-

ment, and scientific discoveries in the field led to an era of quantitative imaging that reveal

in depth complexity on a large scale and finer description of biological processes. Today’s

microscopes are automated 29, high-resolution, and multi-spectral wonders of human en-

gineering, producing terabyte-scale datasets with many samples at high resolution. When

investigating C. elegans, Drosophila species, and other similarly small organisms, these 3D

and 4D (time dimension) datasets may depict whole systems or animals 135. Using genetic

engineering, e.g. CRISPR/Cas975, or stains and tags, a wide array of interventions and mea-

surements is available to investigators. For instance, it is possible to stain the entire nucleus,

or tag something as small as an mRNA molecule using smFISH 17,42. While contemporary
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single cell RNA-sequencing enables whole transcriptome assays of millions of cells, it lacks

spatial and temporal resolution. Both spatial and temporal effects are meanwhile readily ob-

servable under the lens, and those two methodologies can be combined 17. In the following

section I will describe microscopy methodologies relevant for this thesis.

1.3.1 Light microscopy

A light microscope (also called optical microscope), uses visible light and a lens to magnify

images, and allows for powerful acquisitions such as in-vivo imaging of development and

dynamics. Most currently used light microscopes in experimental biology are compound

microscopes, meaning they have a complex system of lenses to achieve higher magnifica-

tion and resolution, are digital, so they include a camera as a detector, and capable of 3D

and 4D acquisitions 200. Bright-field imaging (used in the study described in chapter 2) is

relatively simple, where sample illumination/transparency is transmitted, and contrast

is caused by attenuation of the transmitted light in dense areas of the sample (usually en-

hanced by pre-imaging staining) 180,15. Fluorescence imaging (chapters 2 & 4) illuminates

fluorophores, causing them to emit light of longer wavelengths, where the rest of the illumi-

nation is blocked by a spectral emission filter, thus offers superior contrast and specificity 107.

Those fluorophores are typically designed to attach to a target molecule and act as a marker.

This allows for quantitative analysis that relys on location and brightness 165,53. Additionally,

using different fluorophores and their matching filters facilitates the imaging of multiple

structures of interests in different channels of the same acquisition. The technology, which

supports fixed and live imaging 109, has boosted the study of developmental biology dramat-

ically, as new fluorophores are regularly developed for the visualization of e.g. translational

regulation (such as smFISH) 148, 3D genome architecture (such as DNA-FISH)46, and new

libraries and techniques for systematic assays in entire organisms or large specimens are be-
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coming available46,185.

More traditional light microscopes, such as wide-field epifluorescence or confocal, that

can image small organisms such as C. elegans and Drosophila 121 in their entirety (see 17 for a

C. elegans review and42 for D. melanogaster review), provide high lateral (xy) resolution of

∼ 200nm and reduced axial (z) resolution. Notably, resulting images vary greatly in quality

as they may include unwanted objects, weak signal, blurring, varying signal to noise ratio

(SNR), and suffer from photobleaching (chemical damage to the fluorophore’s fluorescence

due to excitation) 200. Thicker and densely labeled 3D samples tend to be more effected

as deeper z slices are imaged with greater tissue interference and higher photobleaching

rates 200. Nevertheless, continuous technological breakthroughs in imaging capabilities to-

gether with developments of assays facilitate further richness in visualization of structures,

biomolecules, and their dynamics 200,17,42. Together with recent advances in automation and

computational capabilities, the complexity and the amount of image data per experiment

increase significantly, thus demanding high-throughput image analysis pipelines.

1.3.2 Electron microscopy

Electron microscopy (EM) uses a beam of accelerated electrons as a source of ”illumina-

tion”, and can therefore achieve resolutions way beyond the diffraction limit of light 16.

It can reveal ultrastructures and large molecules with nanometer resolution of a single

digit unseen by light microscopy, such as nanoscale sub-cellular structures, proteins, and

synapses 16. In transmission electron microscopy (TEM), sample preparation requires the

sample to be placed in a resin and/or be stained (e.g. with a heavy metal), sliced to ultra-

thin slices, and placed on a support grid. While imaging, an electron beam is transmitted

through the specimen and projected onto a fluorescent screen, and image contrast is the

result of more energy loss in ”electron dense” regions of the sample. Larger slices are im-
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aged in tiles and 3D volumetric samples are imaged as serial-section TEM (ssTEM). Those

tiles and sections require digital reconstruction of the mosaic and the volume, which is a

complex task on its own 18,25. TEM resolution in nanometer is usually in the single digit

(lateral) and dual digit (axial) 56. The high spatial resolution of EM comes with a price as it

can’t be used on living specimens, operation is expensive, tedious, slow, and requires great

expertise, and is thus low-throughput and usually covers smaller areas and samples than

light-microscopy.

Detail rich EM imaging have served as the backbone of extensive connectome projects in

model organisms 197,198,209. They also empower extensive anatomy and morphology projects

and databases such as WormAtlas and WormImage 5,61, both serve extensive detail of the

C. elegans throughout its development. WormAtlas also illustrates the power of correlating

light and electron microscopy data 33 by matching function to anatomy. In recent years,

there is somewhat of a ssTEM renaissance, due to advances and automation in sample

preparation and imaging, as well as digital reconstruction of large volumes 18,25,154. Those

recently led to fantastic projects such as the availability of a volumetric reconstruction of an

adult D. melanogaster brain 209,160, and a connectome mapping of the C. elegans throughout

its development 198. The latter project is yet another example of the fixed sample significance

in studying development. The renewed focus and rapid advancements of EM have lately

sparked the advocacy for a whole mouse brain imaging, a project estimated to produce 1

million terabytes of data 1. Notably, the richness and complexity found in EM images gen-

erally translates into complicated annotation tasks and quantifying of the data, and recent

increase in dataset sizes calls for automation of such tasks 89.
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1.4 Computer vision methodologies

The tremendous growth in the size of microscopy datasets in biology requires accu-

rate and high-throughput analysis for the quantification of the data 89,153. While microscopy

data increases in size, detail, and complexity, with common scale of terabytes, datasets are

often unique due to research interest, protocols, and microscopy settings, and thus require

bespoke analysis pipelines or training data 153. A present day challenge, and often a bot-

tleneck of such pipelines, is the necessity to analyze large amounts of data with minimal

manual annotation, as human annotations are not only impractical (and in some cases in-

feasible) for large datasets, but can also carry reliability issues and biases. In this section I

will introduce some of the tasks common in microscopy data of fixed samples, specifically

those relevant for this thesis, and I will introduce computer vision methodologies used in

those tasks. Those digital tasks include detection of landmarks, image classification, object

segmentation results in regions of interest (ROIs), and matching of structures between

samples. The methodologies I will present include more traditional solutions in image pro-

cessing that are often tailored or at least parameterized per task, and state-of-the-art deep

learning based tools, as the work described in this thesis reflects the technological shift that

took place during the time of my PhD.

1.4.1 Image classification

Classification is the task of assigning a class label to an image (e.g. hotdog vs. not hotdog).

In chapter 4, I used image classification for the task of predicting the developmental stage

of C. elegans embryos. In the pre deep learning world, classical machine learning methods

were used for image classification, e.g. random forest (RF) or logistic regression74,134,72,103.
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The inputs for such algorithms are multiple variations of the original image after different

hand crafted filters have been applied to it. Typically a collection of image filters is chosen

as appropriate for the task at hand 157. For instance, for the task of predicting embryonic

stages, the difference of Gaussians (DoG) kernels of different sizes are useful, as nucleus

size decreases during development, but is comparable within time points9. In recent years,

convolutional neural networks (CNN), which automatically learn the set of filters, have

taken over the task 123. Those will be discussed below.

1.4.2 Object segmentation

Digital image segmentation is the task of locating objects and their contours, and is a spe-

cific case of object detection. It is done by assigning label to every pixel in an image such

that a unique label represents belonging to the same object or object class, or alternatively

by assigning a unique label to objects’ contours. In microscopy images object segmentation

in 3D is often required, and is complicated by the typical anisotropy (defined by different

lateral and axial resolutions) and the lower axial resolution 112. It can be achieved either by

2D segmentation of each slice separately or by performing 3D segmentation. Segmentation

techniques are also divided into two classes that can be done sequentially - semantic segmen-

tation, and instance segmentation. In semantic segmentation each pixel is assigned the class

of the object (e.g. background pixels are labeled as zero and pixels within nuclei are labeled

as one). In instance segmentation every pixel is assigned to the distinct instance of the ob-

ject (e.g. background pixels are labeled with zero, pixels within the first nucleus are labeled

with one, and pixels within the second nucleus are labeled with two, and so on). Next I will

detail relevant object segmentation techniques, which can often be combined for better

segmentation results.

The most simple image segmentation technique is simple thresholding of intensity val-
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ues, e.g. turning a gray scale image into a binary image containing foreground and back-

ground 140. However, thresholding does not perform well if e.g. the intensity histogram

doesn’t have a bimodal distribution, there is a small mean difference between foreground

and background pixels, objects are small, and the image is noisy 88. Thus, for many mi-

croscopy problems a more complex solution is needed, and when thresholding is used it

is done on a pre-processed image (e.g. smoothed image).

Edge detection techniques use the sharp changes in intensity at objects boundaries to

segment objects. Many of those applications are done on images that were preprocessed by

smoothing followed by an edge detection filter (e.g. Sobel 169 or top-hat 19). A classic edge

detection technique is active contours 84. An active contour is an optimization problem,

where a spline is iteratively moved on top of an image, trying to maximize its concordance

with an edge (e.g. as represented by the gradient, or a sobel filter) while simultaneously re-

specting other objectives such as spline smoothness and size. The performance of an active

contour depend on initialization, as its starting position must be predefined.

Finally image segmentation can also be achieved by supervised machine learning meth-

ods. RF are still commonly used today, as in some tasks their pattern recognition abilities

perform better than e.g. active contours 179. They are also more straightforward to oper-

ate than CNNs, for instance they require less training data and less expertise to use. When

using RF for object segmentation, the input is similar to the input used in a RF classifier,

meaning a collection of images resulting from the application of different filters to the orig-

inal image. The output is the size of the original image multiplied by a number of channels

(the number of object classes to be segmented). Each output channel is a probability map

of each pixel belonging to a specific class, e.g. if there are only two classes (foreground and

background) the two channels will be the inverse images of one another *.

*Of course, in the case of a single foreground class, a single output channel would suffice. However in
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The choice of RF versus active contours is task dependent 179. In active contours, prior

information can be taken advantage of in initialization location and model constraints (e.g

allowed smoothness). RF might perform better out of the box, especially when object of

interest contains texture, which add edges that will confuse the active contour.

1.4.3 Landmark matching techniques

Landmark detection is the task of finding specific features in an image. For instance, a com-

mon application is finding specific locations on an image of a face (e.g. the corner of the

eye, the tip of the nose, and so on) in order to match it to a face model 208. In biomedical

research, it is often used as a prior step for image registration to a template model/image

(e.g. MRI images)65. Landmarks may be defined manually, or detected automatically on a

template image by an algorithm. A common approach are active shape models, which are

analogous to active contour (see above). In chapter 2 I will demonstrate a landmark detec-

tion approach for the precise registration of Drosophila wings 35.

A popular landmark detection and matching technique is the Scale Invariant Feature

Transform (SIFT) 115. SIFT detects potential landmarks in a template image by taking a suc-

cession DoGs, defining potential landmarks as maxima/minima in those. The potential

landmarks are further filtered based on stability and detectability criteria. Successful land-

marks therefore tend to lie on edges. Then, the same landmarks can be located in a new

image, which can then be matched with the template. SIFTs automatic landmark selection

is both an advantage and a disadvantage. It is obviously advantageous that images can be

matched without the need for manual landmark definition. However in biology researchers

often have landmarks of interest in mind. Also, prior knowledge about the shapes is not

straightforward to incorporate in SIFT, while it might be useful to take advantage of, for

practice, two are more commonly used.
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instance for image registration.

1.4.4 Registration techniques

Registration is the geometrical transformation of data in order to align it with a target coor-

dinate system 20. In analysis of microscopy images it is a crucial preprocessing step. Before

two images can be compared using statistical methods, they must be registered so that the

detected ROIs are in the same coordinate system 125. More often than not biological samples

exhibit variability between specimen and animals 119. As there are many transformation ap-

proaches, finding the optimal transformation to best align an image or ROIs depends on

both the samples and the desired application 211. A category of linear transformations model

global geometric differences between images and include rotation, translation, scaling and

sheer. A category of non-rigid transformations allow for elastic local deformations in the

translated image in order to better warp into the target space 57.

Different alignment techniques rely on different attributes for registration. For instance,

registration may work by minimizing the difference in the intensity values of the moving

and target images (or their object’s shape, if segmentation was performed). Registration can

also be landmarks/features based, by aligning the corresponding landmarks found in both.

Thin plate spline approximation is a non-rigid landmark based registration, by interpolat-

ing a surface that passes through each landmark 57.

1.4.5 Supervised neural network based approaches

Computer vision has been booming in the last decade, with deep learning as the main

driver. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are specialized networks that include con-

volution kernels with shared weights followed by pooling99. Those networks automatically

learn to optimize the filters (convolution kernels), whereas those filters need to be manu-
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ally constructed for classical machine learning approaches (e.g. RF). This automatic feature

extraction together with the hierarchical representation of spatial data tend to outperform

existing techniques for image detection, classification, and segmentation 149,91,152.

CNNs usually require little pre-processing on the data. However, even with their shared

weights architecture, they still have a lot of parameters (e.g. 61M parameters in AlexNet91),

and thus demand a large (already annotated) training set applicable to the task at hand.

Data augmentation 166, the generation of more training examples by applying spatial trans-

formations to the existing training set, helps alleviate some of this demand. Another aid

is the use of transfer learning and pre-trained networks 177, to reduce the amount of train-

ing needed on the dataset of interest. Nevertheless, for optimal performance, pre-training

should be done on similar data. Microscopy datasets tend to be unique per research ques-

tion and protocol, and they also have different features from ”daily-life” images on which

many state-of-the-art CNNs are pre-trained 188. Additionally, while the datasets generated

by current day microscopy may be huge and contain many samples, the annotation of a

subset of the data to serve as a training set is laborious 195.

Pre-trained networks are available and can be downloaded †. There are more real-world

trained networks available (e.g. VGG-16 classifier 167), and more recently microscopy tasks

specific network have been shared, such are available on CellProfiler 122. But pre-trained net-

works can also be generated from the dataset itself. An Autoencoder is a network that is

made of an encoder followed by a decoder69,151. It learns a lower-dimensional representa-

tion of the data, conceptually similar to PCA, in an unsupervised manner, meaning that the

entire unlabeled dataset can be used to first learn the features of the dataset. The encoder

produces the features and the decoder reconstructs the original data based on the learned

(dimensionality reduced) features. The trained encoder part can then be plugged in as the
†Example pre-trained networks available on Keras: keras.io/api/applications
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initial feature extraction part of a new network that performs a new task, including super-

vised tasks (example autoencoder classifier in Figure 4.5 on page 85). Thus autoencoders can

make use of the entire unlabeled dataset to pre-train a part of a network on the dataset of

interest for a supervised task.

At the end of the day a supervised learning approach requires a labeled subset of the data.

But labeling data is time and labor expensive, thus it is beneficial to direct those efforts for

choosing an informative subset for the training set. Active learning is an iterative technique

for producing a targeted training set, by having multiple rounds of annotations followed

by training where the annotations in the next round are chosen based on the predictions of

the model from the previous round 163. It is especially powerful when manual annotations

are expensive and is useful in classification tasks. Strategies for selecting the annotations can

rely on efforts to e.g. create a class balanced training set or minimize the model’s error.

While the building blocks of CNNs are preserved, specific architectures have their bene-

fits for different tasks. Since 2015, U-Net 152 based architectures have been the gold-standard

for biomedical image segmentation. A U-Net consists of a contracting path followed by

an expansive path. During the contracting path spatial information is reduced and feature

filters are increased, and during the expansive path feature and spatial information is com-

bined by concatenation from the contractive layers and up-convolutions (Figure 1.2 on the

following page). This type of architecture has been shown to need fewer training examples

while producing superior segmentation results, has been adapted to 3D, and has inspired

many other adaptations for specific segmentation tasks.
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Figure 1.2: The original U-Net architecture - A CNN for image segmentation. In the contracting path the spatial in-

formation is reducedwhile the feature filters increase. In the expending path, reconstruction of spatial information is

assisted by concatenation of copied features from the contracting path. Figure source: Ronneberger et al. 152.
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2
Drosophila wing landmark matching for

dissecting mechanisms of transcriptional

regulation

Precise anatomical matching between samples is essential for reliable and accurate

statistical comparison and analysis. In this chapter, I will describe my work on image land-

mark detection in Drosophila (various species) wing images for the purpose of precise, au-

tomated image registration of thousands of samples. I will detail two approaches, an active

shape based as well as a deep learning based method of landmark detection. Both tools are

generic and can be used on different datasets, but were motivated as part of a bigger collab-

oration, with the purpose of illuminating the function of enhancers in transcriptional regu-

lation. I will begin this chapter by briefly describing the research project aims and method-
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ologies as background and motivation for precise image registration. I will then introduce

relevant image registration techniques and applications. Finally, I will delve into my work

developing the methods and will discuss its results and contribution.

2.1 Introduction

Enhancers are short DNA, cis-regulatory regions (50–1500 bp) that help control the

stochastic activity, rate, and location of gene transcription in both prokaryotes and eukary-

otes 101. Their function is thought to be modulated by an integration of the amount and

organization of transcription factors (TFs) that are recruited to enhancer locations and se-

quences known as transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) 170. While enhancers play a

crucial role in transcriptional control, their encoding, function, and regulatory product are

poorly understood, largely due to their diverse, and cell-type specific pattern of activity 102.

An assay of individual TFBS mutations may only reveal a specific and limited expression

profile, while the configuration of enhancer DNA and structure that determine gene regula-

tion is highly coveted.

This chapter describes methods that were developed in an ongoing study designed to

shed light on collective enhancer organization features that govern transcription98,97. In this

study, the spot enhancer (196 bp), that regulates patterned spatial expression of the yellow

gene in Drosophila wings is used as a model 55,196. For this, hundreds of mutation variations

are created on the enhancer, and for each mutation, hundreds of wing images containing

the spatial distribution of the reporter gene are acquired using automatic microscopy at the

Gompel Lab at the LMU, Munich. Comparing the sequence to the phenotype, the aim is

to model the enhancer sequence and activity that drives the spatial expression distribution

found in the images. Additionally, in collaboration with the Rohs Lab at USC, Los Ange-
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les, the study aims to describe some of the molecular and structural DNA shape along the

sequence of the mutant enhancers and their interactions with proteins. Taken together,

modeling the model enhancer, will bring us closer to understanding enhancers regulatory

logic, perhaps coming closer to the day when scientist will be able to synthesize enhancer

sequences for specific transcriptional needs 193.

The described study involves the acquisition of tens of thousands of images of wings

and a highly resolved mapping of the spatial distribution of gene expression in the images

per mutation condition98,97. In order to fully exploit the high-throughput image data and

produce quantitative measurements, this precise mapping first requires the alignment of

each individual wing image to an anatomy based common coordinate system by a spatial

geometric transformation. Thus, expression patterns of each small region of cells can be

accurately matched between wings and quantified. This alignment is key, as it will allow

to both map a detailed expression profile per mutation, and to closely compare those map

profiles between conditions.

Accurate detection and matching of corresponding anatomical structures or landmarks

between samples in microscopy and biomedical images is a key analysis step in image reg-

istration 117. This is because anatomical structures vary across individuals, even after affine

transformation. Commonly, registration involves an initial orientation by affine transfor-

mation using larger structures, followed by a finer feature or landmark detection, and a final

step of non rigid warping by a point set (landmarks) to a reference scape76,178. As match-

ing will be discussed in chapter 3 (3.1.1), I will only mention landmark detection methods

specifically relevant to our landmark detection approaches. Notably, landmark detection

is also used for reconstruction and fusing, tracking in image sequences with a time domain,

and for matching of anatomical structures without a subsequent registration step (such

as pose estimation), thus such analysis employ similar techniques 143,73,189. Scale Invariant
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Feature Transform (SIFT) 115, a classic feature matching methodology commonly used for

landmark detection 155, on its own doesn’t facilitate integration of biological knowledge. In

comparison, a group of object segmentation methods called active contours 84 are task adap-

tive and tailored. Also known as snakes, active contours are iterative approaches at which

an approximation of a spline is deformed to fit the edges of an image object by optimizing

the energy of several customizable forces that constrain the snake’s shape. There are three

original forces, two internal forces are controlling the size and curvature of the snake, and

one external force that attaches the snake to edges found in the image.

For our landmark detection approach, we adopted the discrete formulation of a snake,

at which points on the spline are optimized individually, using the wing veins as a shape

model on which predefined landmarks are detected as snake points. It allows us integrate

global and local geometric anatomy information while balancing image information per

landmark independently into the the model. The wing venation was used as it’s a salient

image feature with a shape that can be modeled as it is approximately constant between

different Drosophila individuals and species. As a semi-automatic approach, at which land-

marks are first manually selected and annotated on a small sub-sample of wings in order to

fit their parameters to define the model by which the full dataset will be automatically anno-

tated, is suitable for a dataset of tens of thousands of wings, where landmarks on each wing

need to be matched to the corresponding landmarks on a template wing. Additionally, the

approach can be adopted to other datasets, for which landmarks will have to be specifically

defined and parameters learned. At the time of development of our tool, a snake based ap-

proach called FlyLimbTracker 189 was published as a method for leg segments tracking in

videos of freely moving Drosophila, exemplifying the strength and flexibility of using snakes

for landmark detection.

During the same time, human pose estimation CNN were developed and became avail-
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able 28. Pose estimation is essentially a landmark detection technique, where the joints are

being detected. Notably, those techniques do not require initialization of landmark posi-

tion or image orientation, but mostly require a larger training set than feature engineered

procedures. In model organism applications, Pereira et al. 143 developed LEAP, a pose esti-

mation CNN tool for the tracking of the Drosophila body parts in videos of freely behaving

animals. As deep learning techniques became the gold standard and in order to improve the

snake based detection method, I’ve adapted a CNN as a second method for landmark de-

tection on the wings. Importantly, as we wanted a roughly comparable training set size to

that of the snake method, I’ve created a relatively small network and tuned it for improved

generalization. In the next section, I will detail and compare both the snake and the CNN

based techniques for landmark detection on the wing dataset for the purpose of accurate

wing registration.

2.2 Methods and results

I will begin this section by briefly explaining the framework of landmarks detection for

accurate spatial alignment and warping of the data. I will describe the Drosophila wing

dataset and the manual process of landmark selection and creation and its use of biologi-

cally meaningful features. Then, I will detail two different automatic landmark detection

approaches I’ve developed - one using two alignment steps including specimen masking

and an iterative process of graph matching to a template wing, and the second approach us-

ing a CNN in an application similar to pose estimation. While I will present the methods

in the context of the Drosophila wing dataset for which they were developed, both appli-

cations were implemented as generic pipelines to spatially align any type of biological 2D

dataset, specifically small datasets with scarce training examples. Comparing the two ap-
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proaches, I will demonstrate their strength in accuracy and speed of landmark detection on

the wing dataset.

Both approaches require user-defined reference placement of the landmark coordinates

on example or template images. Accurate matching of anatomical structures between in-

dividuals is challenging due to inter-specimen variability, even after affine registration, as

different structures can vary in shape, size, and even location. When using landmarks as

warping parameters for point set registration, it is crucial to define a sufficient number of

landmarks and to space them throughout the image area to be registered, thus avoid un-

wanted regional distortion post-transformation. One of the strengths of this registration

approach is the ability to incorporate biologically meaningful data in the placement of the

landmarks. For example, a researcher with knowledge about the specimen, can better define

landmarks based on known anatomical variability as well as the required spatial precision

for the analysis of different regions. Thus, landmark placement allows for a customized

model while the rest of the process is mostly automatic and labor free.

For the Drosophila wing dataset, 40 landmarks were placed on the veins of the wing -

14 ”real” landmarks on intersections of the veins, and 26 ”helper” landmarks placed on the

veins creating equal segments between real landmarks (Figure 2.2 on page 30, panel A). The

landmarks were selected and placed by my collaborator in developing one of the landmark

detection tools, Yann Le Poul. This amount of landmarks and their spatial distribution

along the wing is needed for the precise registration of each wing in the dataset to the same

space, so that comparison of gene expression as well as the manifested phenotype can be

analyzed accurately throughout the wing. While the wing dataset comprises thousands of

wings, the manual annotation of the landmarks is a tedious task, thus for the development

and evaluation of the tools only 70 wings were manually annotated.

Images are acquired at Nicolas Gompel’s lab at the LMU, and are composed of two chan-
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Figure 2.1: An example of the two image channels that were acquired per wing. A.A fluorescence channel with the

Yellow protein expression pattern throughout the wing. B.A bright-field channel on which landmarks are detected and

is used to co-transform the fluorescent image.

nels - a fluorescent channel, for the quantification of the spatial expression pattern, and a

bright-field channel, used for the registration (Figure 2.1). Automated microscopy for the

online detection of the wings is developed by David Hörl and preprocessing of the images

before registration is performed by Yann. The result is 2D images of size 3840x3234, each of

one centered wing, making up about a quarter of the image area. As multiple wings were

imaged on the same slide, parts of neighboring wings (excluded from the analysis) may ap-

pear in the image.

2.2.1 Landmark Detection with a graph matching approach

The entire pipeline for accurate wing image registration by landmark detection using a

graph matching approach is composed of the following steps:

1. Wing masking using a random forest (RF) classifier.

2. Initial affine transformation using the wing masks, orienting all wings in same posi-
tion.

3. Template wing landmarks projection on the transformed image of a wing to be pro-
cessed.

4. Accurate landmark placement using a graph matching approach.
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5. Computing the final non-rigid transformation to a template wing based on land-
mark coordinates using a thin plate spline76.

For the masking of the wings I’ve used a python based RF *. 20 wings were masked by

hand and used for the training of the classifier. On unseen data, once the classifier predicted

which pixels belonged to a wing objects, the final masks were generated by filling holes and

discarding all but the biggest object in the image (as some image edges contained secondary

wings). The masks were used by Yann for an affine transformation, bringing them to the

same orientation and coordinate space as the reference wings. The transformation result

images are of wings that are closely overlapping in shape, but not precisely (Figure 2.2 on

page 30, panel B).

Once a wing was transformed to the reference space, the positions of the landmarks of

the reference wing were projected onto the wing. As the anatomical structure of the wings

is similar in all specimens, the accurate location of each landmark was expected to be in

close vicinity to the projected coordinates (Figure 2.2 on page 30, panels B-C). Hence, a

graph matching iterative process to detect the exact location of the landmark within the

neighborhood of the projected landmark coordinates was employed. The technique was in-

spired by discrete active contours 84 and active shapes. I defined the landmarks as vertices in

an undirected graph, and created edges between them if a vein connects them. For example,

landmark #0 (zero) is connected to landmarks #14, #25, and #30 (For landmark positions see

Figure 2.2 on page 30, panel A). All landmark vertices need at least two edges, so in cases

where landmarks had only one initial neighbor (such as landmark #10), another edge was

added (#8). Similarly to a snake approach three weighted forces were defined:

1. Two snake internal forces, are defined as the difference between the current wing and
the expected:

*RF parameters: github.com/PreibischLab/image_RF/blob/master/classifier/parameters_wing.yaml
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(a) distance between each pair of neighbors.

(b) curvature at each vertex location between two of its neighbors as measured by
the magnitude of the second derivative of the curve between each combination
of three neighboring points.

2. An external force defined by template matching of the image region around each
landmark calculated from the correlation coefficient.

In order to prepare the expected and template values, steps were taken prior to running

the landmark detection snake on wing images to register. First, to calculate the expected

values of the internal forces, the mean and standard deviation of 10 training affine trans-

formed wings was calculated for each neighbor pair for the normalized distance force and

each neighbor trio for the curvature force. Each distance pair was assigned to only one of

the landmarks in the pair, so that each landmark had at least one edge distance associated

with it. The curvature was always assigned to the center vertex of the trio. Next, for the ex-

ternal force, a neighborhood of 64x64 pixels around each landmark from a gaussian blurred

DoG image of one affine registered wing was extracted for template matchings. Lastly, the

coordinates of the landmarks from the template wing was saved.

For every affine transformed wing, the process of landmark detection using the snake ap-

proach, developed in MATLAB 120, was as follows. First, all landmarks positions from the

template wing were projected on the current wing. Then, at each iteration, each landmark

was moved to a new position that was determined by a weighted sum of the forces that was

applied on it. The distance force was the delta of the normalized distance to its neighbors

from training set mean distance of that edge (only using edges assigned to the landmark -

each edge was used only for one landmark), with the standard deviation of the training data

distance used for the distance weight. For the curvature force, all of the curvature deltas
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Figure 2.2: Snake approach and resultsA. Example wing (after affine transformation) with GT (manually annotated) co-

ordinates of the 40 landmarks and their corresponding numbers. Landmarks 0-13, AKA real landmarks, are placed on

intersections of the wing’s veins. Landmarks 14-39, AKA helpers, are dividing veins sections between real landmarks

into equally spaced segments. B.An overlay of three wings after wingmask based affine transformation. While the

wings are aligned, the alignment is not precise after this step. C.Mean distance (euclidean, in pixels) of the projected

landmark position (pre-snake) to the GT position. Data from 20wings. D.Mean distance of the landmark position to

the GT position after running the snake based approach. E.Mean distance of the landmark position to the GT position

after running the CNN based approach.
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of each landmark were used (i.e. if a vertex has three edges it has three curvature features),

again, with the delta of the mean of the training set and the observed curve for each curve.

For the external force of the landmark, template matching of a cropped gaussian blurred

DoG image was used to compute the correlations score to a template image, for each pixel

in the neighborhood. Once the weighted sum was calculated for a landmark, its new coor-

dinates was set and used until it was updated in the next iteration. The weights of the exter-

nal forces were set higher for the real landmarks and the weights of the internal forces were

set higher for the helper landmarks, to rely on more image information at vein junctions

and maintaining segment sizes for helper landmarks. The process was run for 10 iterations

per wing. This procedure was later improved by our collaborator Yann Le Poul, by better

template wing selection, refined landmark modeling, enhanced template matching, and

time optimization. Code can be found on Github †.

2.2.2 CNN based landmark detection approach

A second approach for wing landmark detection, that can be generalized to other datasets,

is a CNN method inspired by pose estimation approaches, specifically LEAP 143. Unlike

the snake based tool, no prior affine transformation is required. However, the RF based

masked wing images were used as input to the network, to avoid detection of the landmarks

in secondary wings on the image. Given the need of a small training set, I’ve used a small

hourglass shaped CNN with added batch normalization and dropout layers. The input to

the network was a downscaled masked original image, and the output layer during training

was the size of the downscaled original image with one channel per landmark. See Figure 2.3

on the following page for network, input, and output details. Like similar applications,

each output channel was an image of a gaussian blur around one GT spot for each land-
†github.com/PreibischLab/snake-microscopy/tree/master/DWing
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Conv 2D 
kernel=3  

Conv 2D Trans 
kernel=3, stride=2  

Batch Norm, Dropouts, Pool size=2

Norm, Dropouts

Figure 2.3: CNN for landmark detection, Versions - Tensorflow 1.8, Keras 2.2.4. Input layer is a masked and down-

scaled original image, followed by a block of two convolutional layers of 64 channels, then batch normalization and

dropouts (0.2) andmax pooling. Similar blocks repeated twicemore with the number of convolutions doubled in each

block, but after the third block (the bottleneck of the hourglass) there was nomax pooling. Next layer was a transpose

convolution (stride=2) and half the convolutions, followed by a convolution layer, batch normalization and dropouts,

then one layer of transpose convolution with half the convolutions and a last transpose convolution leading to the out-

put layer of the size of the input layer multiplied by the number of landmarks. All layers activations were of rectified

linear unit (ReLU). During training, for each input image, each channel in the output layer was an image of a gaussian

blur around the spot of one landmark (40 channels total). The output image displayed in the figure is a visualization of

an overlay of the 40 output channels.

mark. A training set of 50 wings was used for the generation of augmented data by applying

small shifts, shears, and brightness changes, as well as flips and rotations. The model loss is

a mean squared error, with an Adam optimizer. Training on the augmented data before the

validation loss over the validation set (n=20) stabilized was 300 epochs. Code is available on

Github ‡.

Post network prediction, the output layer channel images were processed to determine

the the final coordinates of the detection. For this, for each output channel, a cropped re-
‡Code: github.com/PreibischLab/wing-landmark-detection-CNN
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gion of 15x15 pixels around the maximum pixel value in the image was found, then a center

of mass was calculated (Scipy 194 function) for sub-pixel localization. The final predicted

position was then transformed to the original image size. A few measures to detect outliers

were taken, in order to flag necessary manual annotations. A landmark was marked as an

outlier if its distance to any of the other detected landmarks was not within the range of

the distances that were calculated for each pair of landmarks from the training set with a

margin of 15% (Appendix Figures 6.1 on page 96 6.2 on page 97), pointing to a location de-

tection error. Also marked as outliers were landmarks from channel images where the pixels

with value above 90% of the maximum value had a euclidean distance greater than 25 pix-

els from the maximum value pixel, pointing to possible two foci. After noting outliers, the

detected landmarks coordinates can be used for the final precise wing registration.

2.2.3 Results and comparison of approaches

Accuracy of landmark detection was measured for both the snake based approach and the

CNN based approach by comparing the euclidean distance of the detected landmarks to

the GT coordinates of the landmarks in a set of 20 test wings. Those distances were also

compared to the distance of the initial landmark projection coordinates pre-snake to the

GT (Figure 2.2 on page 30, panels C-E). The mean landmark euclidean distance from the

GT is 4.4 pixels and 4.9 pixels for the snake and the CNN approaches, respectively (Fig-

ure 2.4 on the following page, panel A). For each landmark, the 90th percentile of the dis-

tance, meaning the radius within which 90% of the distances from the GT lay, was calcu-

lated per method, and their means were calculated for the real (landmarks 0-13) and helper

(landmarks 14-39) separately (Figure 2.4 on the next page, panel B-F). I’ve used the 90th

percentile (instead of the mean, for instance), as I wanted to examine the effectiveness of

the landmark detection approaches towards the task of accurate registration. For the real
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of the results of two landmark detectionmethods - snake based approach and CNN based

approach on a validation set of 20wings. A.Mean distance to ground-truth (GT) for all the landmarks in the initial

pre-snake position of the landmarks, after applying the snake approach, and from the detections of the CNN approach.

Differences between snake and CNN is not significant (Mann-Whitney U test - P=0.19) B.Results of the landmark

detection of bothmethods - 90th percentile of the euclidean distance (pixels) of detection vs. GT for bothmethods.

Difference of real landmarks is not significant - P=0.95, Difference for helpers landmarks is verging on significance -

P=0.087 (Mann-Whitney U test)C-D. Snake and CNN approaches results correspondingly - showing 90th percentile

of the euclidean distance per landmark. Real landmark bars are within the dashed rectangle E-F. Snake (magenta) and

CNN (blue) visualization of the results on the example wing. 90% of the validation set predicted landmarks are within

the radii of the circles, with the center of each circle being the GT coordinates.
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landmarks, the CNN performs a bit better, with the 90th percentile of all real landmarks

within a 8.09 pixels radius in comparison to 12.49 for the snake. The helper landmarks per-

form worse for both methods, but the snake detection is much better with a 11.3 pixel radius

for 90% of the detections, in comparison to 28.92 pixels for the CNN. For more metrics see

Appendix Table 6.1 on page 95.

The significant difference in helper detection can probably be explained by the helpers

landmarks originally being created to be detected by the snake approach, as they are not

defined by image features, but by their distances from one another. This limitation suits

a snake approach that relies on the shape parameters better. Additionally, both resulted

detections, but especially the CNN results, reveal great differences in detection accuracy

for the different landmarks. Such contrasts may point to the quality of the initial position

of the landmarks, and their suitability for each approach. For example, within the helper

landmarks, landmarks #21 and #32 are poorly located for the detection of the CNN, while

landmark #24 performs well. For the use of precise image registration, both methods per-

form well on the real landmarks, but can be improved on the helper landmarks, especially

the CNN. As some of the detected landmarks perform better in one of the methods than

the other, a combination of the results should be considered.

2.3 Discussion

In this chapter, I’ve presented two landmark detection technique that were developed for

the precise non-rigid registration of Drosophila wings. Both techniques were designed for

landmark detection using a small training set (minimal manual annotations) and for both

methods the same venation landmarks, that were manually selected, were used. The itera-

tive active shape model that is based on active contours had to be parameterized specifically

per landmark in order to achieve the reported results. It also required an affine transfor-
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mation as a pre-detection step for the initial projected positions of the landmarks to define

the search space. In the second technique, a CNN was used for landmark detection. Apart

from selecting the network’s hyperparameters and a small training set (that was also needed

for the tuning of the landmarks parameters in the shape model), the method did not re-

quire dataset specific preparation. In the detection of ”real” landmarks, placed on junctions

of the veins, both techniques performed similarly well. The detection of the ”helper” land-

marks, placed to divide veins into equally sized segments, was significantly better in the

shape model approach, yet those landmarks were designed specifically for this method.

Landmark selection was done by hand and with the shape model in mind. The results

point to high variability in the quality of the selected landmarks for both methods, even

though this effect was bigger in the CNN approach. This points to the need for better and

more systematic landmark selection. In this case, the CNN approach is favorable, as no spe-

cific model tuning will be required, and the current network can be used as is. Moreover,

the network can be used for landmark selection optimization by e.g. placing many redun-

dant landmarks, selecting those that perform best, and validating the model again only with

those landmarks.

The good performance of the CNN is in concordance with the performance seen by sim-

ilar, although typically bigger, models designed for similar landmark detection tasks, e.g.

pose estimation. Notably, more recently such tasks have been shown to benefit from resid-

ual neural network (ResNet) architectures - networks with skip connections to following

blocks. DeepLabCut is a ResNet based tool developed for the tracking of animal behavior

from videos 130. Thus, ResNets will be interesting in the task of wing landmark detection as

well.

The existing landmark detection tools mentioned in this chapter, LEAP and DeepLab-

Cut, were both designed for animal tracking in videos, where users need to manually anno-
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tate the first N frames of the video. Importantly, both the shape model and the CNN tools

I developed and described here were both developed as generic precise registration tools

that can be used on any dataset. Both models were designed specifically for datasets with a

small manually annotated training set.

In the future, we plan to combine both methods for a fully automatic pipeline, i.e. us-

ing the now existing shape-model created through active contours in order to evaluate the

results of the CNN based solution in order to create a fully automated workflow for thou-

sands of images that will be acquired over the next years.
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3
Electron microscopy based nuclei mapping

of C. elegans dauer

To this day, no electron microscopy (EM) dataset of an entire C. elegans has been pub-

lished for any of its developmental stages. This chapter focuses on the computational meth-

ods for the extraction and mapping of all of the somatic cell nuclei from an EM dataset

of an entire dauer larva. As the worm has a fixed number of cells per developmental stage,

such mapping can serve as a template on which to register lower resolution light-microscopy

datasets, live and fixed. Moreover, as the cell lineage is not known for the dauer develop-

mental path, the mapping provides the first cell count of this larva stage (it has 701 cells).

I will begin the chapter by giving an overview of the motivation for creating the mapping

and the research interest in the dauer larva. I will also review existing atlases for various

stages of the normal development path of the worm and describe relevant techniques.
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Then, I will detail the two methods I used for the segmentation of the nuclei: a dynamic

programing based approach and a deep learning application and their results. Finally, I will

describe tools that facilitate the use of the mapping that I’ve developed.

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Background

The anatomical simplicity and highly invariant development along with genetic and regula-

tory complexity of the C. elegans makes it a desirable and extensively researched model or-

ganism 173. Its size and simple anatomy make it an ideal ground for the development of tools

and research approaches and the extensive body of literature on it empowers ceaseless dis-

coveries. Its stereotypical cell lineage allows for robust statistical measures and comparisons

in the study of a wide range of functions such as gene expression and regulation, signaling

and metabolic pathways, neurobiology, and aging 204. More recently, many of those studies

cover whole systems or regions, such as the nerve or metabolic system, or even the entire

organism 85,131,40,77,3,82.

As an extensively studied model organism, spatial nucleus atlases exist for some develop-

mental stages of C. elegans, but not for the dauer diapause. Moreover, while it is assumed

that the dauer somatic cell lineage is comparable to the L2 stage, as it arrests at this stage,

the dauer branch lineage has not been fully mapped 83. Meanwhile, the alternative develop-

mental branch of the dauer presents many unique properties that deserve scientific focus.

Dauer entry and its associated decision is a complex regulatory mechanisms that integrates

sensory cues of adverse environmental and dietary cues and their interactions, with neu-

ronal and hormonal signaling pathways that follow47,14. The entry process involves notable

plasticity, including changes in gene expression, neuronal remodeling, changes in the repro-
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ductive system, fat storage, and body shape. The dauer larvae exhibit stress resistant traits,

longevity, and restricted metabolism and oxygen consumption with implications for the

study of cancer, obesity and age related diseases47. Once the dauer larva senses favorable

environmental conditions, the nervous system once more orchestrates great plasticity in

the process of dauer exit. A swift recovery of metabolic activity then follows, leading to cell

division and eventually development into adults that are nearly morphologically indistin-

guishable from adults that developed continuously, with full reproductive capacity and

common adult lifespan. Mutations on daf genes offer insights on genetic variability and

its relation to physiology and regulatory processes. For example, dauer formation and its

mutations contribute to an evolutionary theory suggesting a trade-off between reproduc-

tion and longevity 139. All in all, studies of the dauer developmental branch help elucidate

processes such as plasticity, sensory information integration, aging, reproduction, neuronal

regulation, metabolism, and gene expression, and alternative splicing.

3.1.2 Existing methods in nucleus mapping

In microscopy studies, the matching of anatomical regions of interest (ROIs) between indi-

vidual worms is a laborious and time consuming annotation task that might even be infea-

sible due to low resolution (in light-microscopy) or the complexity of the data. The match-

ing of the ROIs might comprise several sub-tasks - e.g. object segmentation, matching of

structures between samples, and labeling identities or type. With ongoing improvements

in computational capacity and automation in microscopy, high-throughput data is increas-

ingly becoming the gold standard, making manual annotations impractical. As such, there

is an increasing need for the automation and standardization of the annotation process.

While manual annotations are still common today, automatic tools are becoming more

available and widely used, even if in many cases the approach or its application is tailored to
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the specific problem. For segmentation, U-Net CNN 152 based pipelines are widely used 50,71.

As supervised learning techniques, those require manual annotations that are specific to

each dataset, although pre-trained networks and transfer learning methods might alleviate

that need 177. In light microscopy, segmentation efforts can be complicated by low spatial

resolution, obscuring different ROIs. For this reason, some matching procedures integrate

the segmentation and the matching tasks. This relies on more information, and determines

final segmentation and matching based on an optimal global solution. Automated match-

ing of complexes between samples is commonly addressed as a graph matching problem,

solved using e.g expectation maximization. The annotation of labels of biological structures

can be facilitated by fluorescence tagging or by the staining of subsets of biomolecules that

can be detected in the images. However, in the absence of an existing library or atlases, as

well as instruments for data matching with the library, labeling requires manual categoriza-

tion and assignment.

Given the need for ROI matching and its annotation components, a 3D spatial atlas of

the entire organism is a suitable solution for several reasons. First, an atlas sheds lights on

biological structures, their positions, and perhaps also their stereotypy. The atlas can serve

as a normalization standard to which all datasets can be registered and warped, allowing

for statistical comparisons of live or fixed samples 142. The atlas can also provide a ground

truth template, delivering a verification tool of a dataset’s integrities and a comparison tool

for differentiations of mutations and phenotype variabilities. Furthermore, an atlas enables

not only analyses that are impossible without an atlas, but can also speed up annotation

and analysis for other tasks, allowing for big data to be streamlined and processed, and facil-

itating more accurate reporting. An openly available atlas allows for expansion - making it

increasingly powerful as more details are added.

More specifically, consider a somatic nuclei spatial atlas of an entire C. elegans larvae
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stage. Such a tool could serve as a template on which to match any dataset of the same de-

velopmental stage, allowing for a faster and automatic assignment of individual nuclei and

their type 81,114,159. It is especially valuable for systematic high-throughput quantifications

of intra-nucleus structures and molecules in the entire worm or system, but with individ-

ual nucleus resolution. Such analysis is key in gene expression 133 and signaling 14 in whole

systems, as well as mapping neuronal activity on a single cell level85,131. It it also valuable for

developmental studies (e.g. cell migration) 11 and morphology studies of the cells and their

organelles, and for comparative analysis of diseases and abnormalities 31,203.

The more detailed the atlas, the more usage it can offer. A nuclear atlas based on an EM

dataset of an entire worm offers many advantages over light-microscopy based atlases. First,

EM’s nanometer scale resolution easily enables the discrimination of all of the worm’s nu-

clei, while currently available light microscopy based C. elegans atlases of post-embryonic

stages 81,185 fall short of a full mapping of all nuclei. The most problematic region for nuclei

extraction is the nerve ring within the worm head, where neuron cells are highly clustered

within several ganglia, and adjacent nuclei borders may be unresolved in light microscopy.

In those clustered regions, distances between adjacent neuron nuclei can be as small as

∼ 100nm (there are also three pairs of joint nuclei). Light-microscopy images typically have

a lateral and axial resolutions greater than 100nm, thus in some cases neighboring nuclei are

impossible to distinguish. Transmission EM (TEM), on the other hand, offers lateral and

axial resolutions of single digit and dual digit (in nm) respectively. Thus, nuclei distances

are comfortably resolved. Moreover, an EM dataset details the contours of nuclei, from

which their exact size and shape can be determined. In light microscopy, conversely, nuclei

are roughly seen as blobs. The detail-rich image shown in a TEM dataset of an entire worm

can go beyond nuclei location, by displaying intra nuclear architectural features such as het-

erochromatin and nucleoli, other subcellular organelles such as mitochondria, fat reserves,
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axons, and synapses. Correlating light-microscopy images to such atlas will help determine

the degree of stereotypy as well as variability between strains. In summary, given the known

stereotypy of nuclei development in C. elegans, an EM based dataset not only solves some

of the shortcomings of light-microscopy based spatial nuclei atlases, but also adds to the

richness of data in an already well studied model organism.

3.1.3 Existing C. elegans Atlases

To date, there is no complete spatial nuclei atlas of any C. elegans post embryonic devel-

opmental stage. Efforts to spatially map the cell nuclei continue to face challenges, even

though the complete cell lineage was discovered by 1983 for the normal development cy-

cle 174,175, and early attempts to build an EM based adult hermaphrodite nerve system con-

nectome and cell atlas was already published in 1986 197. There is also vast knowledge of

internal and external structures61, and much of the nerve system and the connectomes have

been unveiled 85,198. An extensive 4D cell mapping of the developing embryo has been re-

cently assembled 159, yet it requires more samples for reliability. Partial, albeit substantial,

nuclei atlases are also available for the L1 larva and the adult hermaphrodite 114,81,185. Those

modern mappings are all based on light microscopy, and propose great innovations in

microscopy and annotations techniques, while pointing to the challenges of mapping the

(mostly neuronal) nuclei in the highly clustered head area.

The most extensive C. elegans nuclei mapping assembled, is available as the open source

wormGUIDES Atlas, detailing embryogenesis in 4D 159. This collaborative effort displays

the positions of nuclei and other structures, including the developing connectome and gene

expression data, over their lifetime during embryonic development, with a temporal resolu-

tion of one minute using an advanced lightsheet microscope. It contains spatio-temporal

information of 670 embryonic cell divisions and 113 programmed cell deaths, between the
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early embryonic two cell stage to hatching. StarryNite, a complementary open source solu-

tion offering an automatic probabilistic tracking for single cell analysis was used for the cre-

ation of the atlas 129, and the embryo was computationally untwisted automatically in late

embryogenesis 32. Results were systematically manually inspected and corrected and manual

temporal alignment was used after the comma stage. The atlas contains information about

cell identity and provides instruments for further community collaborative annotations

and data sharing. Notably, two additional embryos were used for comparison of both bio-

logical variability and potential errors, and a sepetare study had also quantified the nuclei

position variability and stereotypy during embryogenesis using a larger sample 104. With

those efforts, the spatio-temporal atlas of the embryo is an ongoing effort and the most

comprehensive of any developmental stage of the C. elegans.

For the L1 larva, the next phase after hatching in the worm’s life cycle, the existing atlas

contains 357 of the 558 somatic cell nuclei 114,147,81, with the missing nuclei being those of the

highly clustered nerve ring. Larva stages and adult atlases are different from the embryo, as

they lack temporal signals and the use of lineage information. The L1 atlas was built from

confocal image stacks of (initially 15 and eventually) 30 larvae, with DAPI staining for all

nuclei and GFP label for body wall muscle (BWM) cell channels. All 357 nuclei were man-

ually annotated in all larvae for automatic segmentation and matching approach develop-

ment and testing and matching was performed on computationally straightened worms.

The initial atlas lays out the location and the degree of stereotypy of the position of the nu-

clei, with a 86% accuracy of automatic assignment of cell names. They also provide mean

and standard deviations of nuclei sizes for different cell types 114. The active graph match-

ing approach that was developed later, is a probabilistic approach that combines active

shape model with graph matching. It leads to improvement in performance up to 92% accu-

racy as well as to fully automate the process, executing joint segmentation and assignment
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with an accuracy rate of 83% 81. The L1 atlas provides a template on which matching high-

throughput single cell analyses can be done, and its development offers more generalized

algorithmic solutions for spatial assignment tasks.

Major progress in mapping the adult hermaphrodite nerve system and cells has been

reported. Although White et al 197 already mapped the neuronal nuclei in 1986 from EM

images, they created the reconstruction by meshing together partial datasets of five worms,

only three of which were adult hermaphrodites, together with one male and one L4 lar-

vae. Their atlas also lacked information about the variety of the cells positions. Recently,

Toyoshima et al. 185 created NeuronID, offering an atlas of almost all head region neurons,

created from 311 worms imaged with a confocal microscope. They also published the 35

cell-specific promoters, and their expression level, that were combined to create distinct flu-

orescence strains for the creation of the atlas, and to assist in future annotations. NeuronID

includes a semi-automated annotation framework where a target worm is registered to the

atlas using manually annotated landmarks and matching cells, after semi automatic cell seg-

mentation 184, by minimizing the cost based on euclidean distance, promoter expression

levels, and other factors. The atlas provide variability information for cell position, and it

notably describes larger positional variations between samples than the common dogma. In

another approach, Bubnis et al. proposed a framework for the creation of a probabilistic

neuronal atlas of the adult hermaphrodite, that can be employed and expanded to other

light microscopy cell labeling problems. They concluded that inter-cell positional correla-

tions produced more accurate predictions than independent cell positions 22. While those

efforts, like most adult atlases, focus on the nerve system, Aerni et al. 2 mapped the positions

of 154 nuclei, including various muscle, intestinal and hypodermal cells, using fluorescent

landmarks and cell morphological information, from 25 adult hermaphrodites. Their semi-

automatic segmentation followed by combinatorial optimization for a graph matching
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approach had a 84% accuracy. Taken together, those mappings demonstrate the recent ad-

vances in light-microscopy techniques as well as image analysis approaches, but also point

to the limitations when using light-microscopy for full atlas creation, due to resolution and

variability between samples.

In addition to nuclei atlases, major developments of C. elegans connectome mappings

have been published recently. Kato et al. 85 have mapped functional neuronal connectivity

and networks using brain-wide calcium imaging with a spinning disc microscope in the

adult hermaphrodite. For an anatomical wiring reconstruction of electric and chemical

synapses of the adult, Varshney et al. 191 updated and completed 90% of the connectome

diagram 197,62, by assembling as well as acquiring new EM images. EM was also leveraged to

model the entire wiring diagram of the nerve ring and ventral ganglion development and

plasticity during maturation from L1 to adult 198. In this ambitious project, the neurons of

the head region of eight worms at different developmental stages were manually traced and

identified, then segmented for volumetric reconstruction, which sequentially allowed for

synapse detection and finally quantitative datasets comparison. Among their findings is

a preserved overall geometry of the nerve system and they report substantial connectivity

differences within developmental stages. Notably, their mapping describes the development

in the normal life cycle, and thus excludes the dauer stage.

All of the works described above model the C. elegans at different stages of the normal

life cycle, while the dauer phase and pathway can offer insights on plasticity regulation,

neuronal reorganization, aging, and stress resistance responses47,145,14. The dearth of infor-

mation and tools for this alternative life cycle leaves ample ground for investigation. The

nuclei atlases mentioned above also highlight limitations of light microscopy and its res-

olution in mapping all cell nuclei in the worm, despite offering leading-edge microscopy

and algorithmic methods. At the same time, the connectome studies (which are based on
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EM), though labor intensive, demonstrate the power of the imaging technique in modeling

anatomy.

3.1.4 Proposed Nuclei Mapping

The following describes the only mapping of all somatic cell nuclei of a C. elegans dauer

worm, extracted from an EM image of one entire worm (Figure 3.1 on the next page). The

open source resource offers high resolution information of the shapes and locations of all

the nuclei, and thus generates a virtual mapping. Continuing in this direction is a descrip-

tion of further alignment as well as object annotation tool, enabling the incorporation of

information to the model. Hence, the model is made to serve as a resource on its own as

well as a template for light microscopy studies for mapping nuclei.

3.2 Methods and results

I will begin this section by describing the dauer TEM dataset properties, its acquisition

procedure, and the alignment steps that resulted in the fully reconstructed TEM image

volume. I will then detail the methods I used for the extraction of the somatic nuclei from

the dataset; a pipeline I developed combining machine learning and dynamic programming,

as well as a deep learning based approach. I will discuss the merits and drawbacks of each

approach, as well as their use cases. I will finally detail additional tools for annotation and

use of the dataset as an atlas.

3.2.1 TEM dataset properties, preparation, acquisition, and reconstruction

The serial sectioning transmission EM (TEM) dataset of an entire dauer larva was acquired

by Stephan Preibisch, Mei Sun, Yalin Wang, and Eugene Myers at the electron microscopy
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Figure 3.1: A TEMdataset of an entire dauer C. elegansA.One full length wise section (out of 561) of the worm. B. For

comparison, a length wise section of an entire dauer worm imagedwith a confocal microscope and stainedwith DAPI

(imaged by Friedrich Preusser). C.A closer look of a cropped section of the nerve ring, where nerve cell nuclei are

clustered, in the TEMdataset. D-E.A view of the same two adjacent nuclei in the TEMdataset and the confocal dataset.

In the confocal dataset, the segmentation and separation of the two nuclei is practically unfeasible. While there are

only three pairs of joint nuclei in the worm, the full extraction of nuclei in the the clustered area of the nerve ring from

light microscopy imagewas not realizable in any post-embryonic stage.
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core facility HHMI Janelia Research Campus (Appendix Figure 7.1 on page 100). The

dataset consisted of 561 length-wise sections, imaged as 25,000 overlapping individual im-

age tiles, resulting after alignment in 31445x150136 pixels per section, and totaling a size of

approximately one terabyte. The dataset is highly anisotropic, with a lateral resolution of

3.1nm and an axial resolution of 70nm (sections thickness). Sample preparation for imag-

ing began by placing a dauer larva, daf-2 e1370 mutant (daf-2 e1370 develops into dauer at

25°C 52) 58, in a specialized chamber and fixing it with high pressure freezing using liquid ni-

trogen. This rapid freezing prevents the formation of ice crystals that damage the tissue

ultrastructure. The sample was then embedded in a resin and cut into 70nm thick sections.

Each 5-7 sections were placed on an EM grid on a membrane, where they were stained and

finally imaged (Leginon software 171). Due to the large size of the sections, each section was

imaged as a mosaic of overlapping image tiles. Sample preparation and image acquisition

produced the high resolution image tiles of the entire larva. However, this delicate ap-

proach had its limitations. Cutting the sections as well as heat exposure during acquisition

introduced minor physical deformations, and the lens introduced distortions in the image.

Dealing with such small fragile sections led to the loss of 2 sections, and few sections were

placed on the grid flipped.

Most of those problems were addressed and distortions were corrected during the recon-

struction of the dataset (Appendix Figure 7.1 on page 100). The creation of a volumetric 3D

image of the entire dataset by the alignment of the tiles, was performed using TrakEM225

by Stephan Preibisch and Stephan Saalfeld. For within-layer reconstruction, the placement

of each tile belonging to the layer was located using the scale-invariant feature transform

(SIFT) 115 feature detection algorithm, used to match overlapping key-points in neighbor-

ing tiles. This allowed for the initial translation transformation of each layer’s tiles. That

was followed by an affine, and then a non-affine alignment of the layer’s tiles 156. The above
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steps were corrected manually in case of failure. The final reconstruction of the layers (cross-

layer) was performed after a rigid cross-layer alignment. Again, local interest points were

detected using SIFT and used in a non-rigid spring based alignment 156, where alignment is

achieved by balancing rigidity within each section, and smoothness across sections, taking

into account the local neighborhood of each section (+-5 sections). This approach corrects

for random within-layer deformations by fitting a smooth feature alignment across sections.

The reconstruction steps resulted in a fully aligned dataset of an entire embryo.

3.2.2 Nuclei Extraction from TEM Dataset

Nanometer resolved EM datasets provide a powerful magnified representation of the im-

aged objects. Those datasets are rich in detail. Their high resolution allows for superior

feature discrimination in comparison to optical microscopy, but the complexity of the

specimen and the big size of the data present difficulties for object extraction using com-

puter vision. Segmentation of the somatic cell nuclei from the dauer TEM dataset also

posed further challenges, which are common in similar tasks but require specific process-

ing, due to the irregularity of the nuclei structures, their interiors, and their surrounding,

their variations in size and intensity, and their frequent clustering. Current automated and

semi-automated image segmentation solutions for such complex tasks often employ super-

vised machine learning approaches, requiring manual annotation of part of the dataset or

similar enough datasets 50,68. Notably, the approaches available at the time (e.g. RF 105) of

the segmentation of the dataset were not as effective, as the entire dauer dataset is one of a

kind. Thus, I tailored the nuclei segmentation solution of this dataset to balance the time

for software development and manual annotation (and correction) to optimize overall per-

formance. This segmentation approach, which produced a full segmentation of the nuclei

from the dataset, is a pipeline that involves manual annotations, machine learning, dynamic
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programming, and manual corrections. As deep learning segmentation approaches became

more prominent, I later also applied an established CNN based approach to segment all the

nuclei in the dataset, using part of the segmentation that was produced in the first approach

as training set. In this sub-section I will detail both approaches, their pipelines, algorithms,

and compare their performance.

The initial pipeline that resulted in the complete extraction of all somatic nuclei from the

dataset consisted of the following steps (Figure 3.2 on the following page):

1. Manually segment the nuclei of every 10th layer.

2. Feed the manual annotations as training data to a random forest (RF) classifier.

3. Use the trained classifier on the non-annotated layers, obtaining probability maps for
nucleus outlines.

4. For each nucleus in each layer:

(a) Propagate the contour from the previous layer of a nucleus (process starts from
the ground truth manually annotated contour).

(b) Use an adaption of the Viterbi algorithm49 to find the optimized contour of
the current layer.

5. Apply manual corrections where needed.

The first step, of manual segmentation of every 10th layer enabled both obtaining suffi-

cient training data for the RF classifier (step 2) and ensure that every nucleus is annotated

at least in one layer, constituting a starting point for the propagation (step 4,a) of the con-

tour. Manual annotations were performed in FIJI 161, then used as a training set for a RF

classifier 105, run on the WEKA plug-in in FIJI6. The RF was trained on a cropped image

(100x150x21 pixels) per annotation and the classifier predicted for each pixel the probability

of belonging to a nucleus contour (Appendix Table 7.1 on page 101 for classifier settings).
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Figure 3.2: Nuclei segmentation pipeline. A. First, all the nuclei contours weremanually segmented on every 10th

slice of the dataset. Those contours were used as a training set for a RF classifier, trained to detect the contour of the

nuclei. The next step was done on the probability maps that resulted from the RF predictions. B.. Here, eachmanually

segmented contour was propagated, as is, to the next slice (green), and a grid was set around that neighborhood of the

contour. The Viterbi algorithmwas used to travel the grid and find the optimal path along it, balancing smoothness

and pixel value, to detect the contour in the current slice (magenta). Once done, the newly detected contour was

propagated to the next slice and this step (B) was repeated.

Then, on those probability images, the final contour of each nucleus in each layer was then

detected using an iterative process. As the nucleus contour in the current layer lays in the

vicinity of the adjacent previous layer’s contour, in each iteration the nucleus contour of

the previous layer was propagated as is to the current layer. Then a graph layout was con-

figured on top of the image, to find the contour in the current layer, by placing a set of

M vertices along the normal to contour’s curve at N points, with each vertex in a set hav-

ing a directed edge to all vertices in the next set - creating an N × M vertices search graph,

with N × M2 edges. Per contour of length L per layer, N points were interpolated, setting

N = L
3 (Figure 3.2 B). The optimal contour was found using the Viterbi algorithm49, a

dynamic programming approach, finding the most likely hidden true path by minimizing

the observed costs. I defined the cost as a weighted compromise between the contour laying

on high pixel values (meaning high probability of being a contour pixel by the RF) and hav-

ing a smooth curve. Since curvature requires the second derivative, each of the final search
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graph vertices accounted for a couple of the vertices defined on the image and the edge be-

tween them (corresponding to their distance), resulting in a graph with N×M2 vertices and

N×M3 directed edges. Optimal path finding was repeated twice, starting from opposite di-

rections, to account for sensitivity of the initial position. Those were merged by taking the

middle half of each run (as initial position was set to the M
2 vertex). After finding each con-

tour in the current layer, the contour was propagated to the next layer and the process was

repeated, unless N < 4, meaning that the contour is too small. The propagation continued

over 9 layers in both directions (from the start layer to the previous and to the next one),

as the 10th layer was also an annotated layer. Thus, many contours were annotated twice

(meaning that the nucleus was manually annotated at least in two different planes), giving

an indication of agreement on the contour, those were either merged or marked for manual

correction. Once all contours were found, visual inspection and manual corrections were

applied using a MATLAB script. In case of missing layers (e.g due to acquisition errors),

the contours were interpolated. In the last step, each nucleus was unified.

The described pipeline resulted in a fully segmented dataset of 701 nuclei. As the full cell

lineage exists for the normal C. elegans development, but not for the dauer, the number

of nuclei was not previously known. Nonetheless, this pipeline took months to develop,

and resulted in a solution tailored to the segmentation of the nuclei in the specific dataset,

with manual annotations that can not be easily generalized. Conversely, innovative deep

learning approaches developed in recent years, mainly CNN, have exhibited superior per-

formance in computer vision, with the advantage of being able to generalize to unseen data.

Thus, I also applied a deep learning based approach for the segmentation of all somatic nu-

clei. I have used two 3D chunks of the labeled nuclei data generated by the above pipeline,

containing a chunk from the first 90 slices (that contain nuclei), and a chunk of 50 sliced

from the middle part of the worm, and fed it as training data for the supervised learning,
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CNN based approach. Those chunks contain less than 82 nuclei (as some are partial) of the

worm’s 701 nuclei, thus it is comparable to the 10% of the dataset that was annotated for the

first approach.

The deep learning based approach and network that I utilized as the second method for

nuclei extraction was published by Funke et al. 50. A 3D UNet was trained to predict 3D

affinity graphs (one per dimension), using a constrained MALIS based loss 187. Constrained

MALIS minimizes topological segmentation errors by determining the threshold of the

maximin affinity edges - edges of the highest minimal affinity over all paths connecting ev-

ery pairs of voxels. Simple thresholding was run on the affinity maps to determine final clas-

sification of pixels to nuclei and background classes (Appendix Figure 7.2 on page 100 for

threshold selection). This approach produced a full segmentation of the dauer EM dataset,

with minor errors which were concentrated in sections closer to the edges, maybe due to less

information on the Z axis.

The performance of the two segmentation approaches was evaluated on a set of 50 nu-

clei. For each of those nuclei, one of the manually annotated layers was randomly chosen,

and a 3D chunk of 19 layers, with the annotated layer as the middle slice, was extracted, then

the middle slice was discarded from the evaluation. Similarly, none of the selected nuclei

belonged to the UNet training set. Thus, evaluation was done on a subset of 900 (50 × 18)

2D contours. The Jaccard similarity score78 was used to compare the area of nucleus masks

generated by the two segmentation approaches, each in comparison to ground truth (GT)

masks (manually verified and corrected). The median Jaccard score was 0.96 and 0.991 for

the Viterbi and UNet, respectively (P<0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test) (Figure 3.3 on the

following page). Notably, the UNet performance is superior even while the Viterbi ap-

proach relays on prior information per nucleus, both by the RF training on contours from

the nucleus and with initialization position on the GT contour. The performance of the
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Figure 3.3: Segmentation performance of the

Viterbi approach and the 3DUNet as tested

on a set of 50 nuclei. for each validation set

nucleus, the area of the nucleolus was com-

pared to the GTmask area using the Jaccard

similarity score (higher is better). UNet re-

sulted in better segmentation (P<0.0001,

Mann-Whitney U test).
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Figure 3.4: Segmentation performance of the

Viterbi approach effected by the distance from

themanually annotated layer fromwhich the

propagation started. The reason for the decline

is both due to accumulated propagated errors

and because the RF performed better in layers

closer to themanually annotated layer.

Viterbi was effected by the layer’s distance to an annotated layer, with worst performance

for greater distance (Figure 3.4). This is caused both by the propagated errors from one

layer to the next during the Viterbi procedure and due to the RF insufficient generaliza-

tion, resulting in better classification performance in layers closer to the annotated ones

(Appendix Figure 7.3 on page 101).
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3.2.3 Post Processing - rendering, dataset availability, annotation tool, and

stretching

I’ve taken further steps and implemented tools in order to facilitate usability of the EM

dataset and the nuclei mapping as resources. Once all nuclei were segmented in the EM

dataset, I rendered a 3D virtual model of the dauer nuclei that can be explored on any web

browser (Appendix Figure 7.4 on page 102). For the manual annotation of nuclei identity

in the dataset, I’ve developed a CATMAID 154 widget to allow collaborators and users to

interact with the segmentation overlay and fill in information about each nucleus. Finally,

to prepare the nuclei mapping to be used as a template for registration of light microscopy

samples, I’ve created a method to virtually stretch and straighten the worm as well as rotate

it, so that different datasets can be brought to the same space in order to conduct nuclei

matching between the EM and future light microscopy datasets. In this subsection, I will

detail those tools that were created to assist future use of the data. Notably, especially the

CATMAID tool, but also parts of the rendering and stretching tools can be employed for

other uses unrelated to the Dauer dataset.

I’ve made the full TEM dataset and the nuclei segmentation overlay available as an open

source resource on a CATMAID instance served by MDC *, on a server that was set up by

Dan Munteanu. I’ve developed an open source CATMAID tool to aid and facilitate the

manual annotation of the nuclei label information and their viewing (Figure 3.5 on page 59).

The tool is a part of CATMAID, and can thus serve to annotate any segmented object in

any dataset. CATMAID 154, the Collaborative Annotation Toolkit for Massive Amounts of

Image Data, is a web browser based tool for the browsing and annotation of terabyte-scale

biological specimens’ image data. Catmaid is open source, and is built on the django frame-

*CATMAID dataset: catmaid.mdc-berlin.de
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work41, with the backend programming done in the python programming language (e.g.

database management), it also employs javascript for the user interface. As CATMAID’s

annotation functionality is directed at microcircuit reconstruction (e.g. neuron tracing),

additional features had to be developed for the annotation of the labels of segmentation

objects. Thus, I’ve collaborated with the CATMAID developers at the HHMI Janelia Re-

search Campus to work on a new tool for segmentation label annotations. Andrew Cham-

pion added a new functionality of viewing an overlay of a segmentation label layer on top

of the dataset viewing layer, where each object (e.g. nucleus) has a unique label (pixel value).

With the initial help of Tom Kazimiers, I’ve developed (both frontend and backend of) a

tool and widget to allow users to annotate information about the labels. In the tool’s wid-

get, the user can view a table of all previously annotated labels that are in the database. The

table contains information about label ID (pixel value), object name, comments, if the la-

bel requires editing or deletion, and location. The table is editable at all time, although for

changes to be saved to the database the user must specifically choose to do so. Additionally,

the table can be exported to a CSV file. The user can automatically browse to the location

of the object by clicking on the label ID of the entry in the table. Once a user clicks on a

segmentation label in the stack view, the widget indicates the label ID clicked, and a new

entry is be added to the table if needed. As a CATMAID tool, users on the same server can

collaborate on one project, viewing and editing each other’s annotations. Our collabora-

tor Daniel Witvliet at Harvard University, is currently using it to annotate neuron identity

in the Dauer dataset. Notably, while I’ve created the tool for the annotation needs of our

dataset, it is a generic tool that adds to the already powerful project that is CATMAID. It

can be integrated on any CATMAID instance for the annotation of segmentation label

data.

For the rendering of the interactive virtual dauer nuclei model, a mesh was calculated for
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Figure 3.5: A screenshot of CATMAID, with a view of a patch from the dauer EM project, containing the EM images and

the nucleus segmentation overlay, and the object annotation widget. The full EM project is available as an open source

and is served as a CATMAID instance on anMDC server.
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each nucleus, then all meshes were added to a an interactive model. Meshes were computed

using MATLAB 120 scripts from the contours that resulted from the segmentation step.

For this, all dense contours of all nuclei of each 2D layer were interpolated to a number

of points divisible by 20 (with contours that are roughly double in size having double the

amount of interpolated points). Then the 3D triangle mesh of each nucleus was computed

by iteratively creating triangles that cover the full contour between two adjacent layers it-

erating over all pairs of adjacent layers; meaning that each triangle of the mesh was either

composed from two points on layer i and one point from layer i + 1 or one point from layer

i and two points from layer i + 1. Once computed, each nucleus mesh was written into its

own OBJ file. The rendering of the nuclei model was developed in a Unity60 project. Once

all nuclei meshes were imported and assigned a random color, I’ve programmed a webGL 136

interactive interface where the user can browse, rotate, translate, and scale the model on

any web browser †. Such model allows researchers to explore a clean 3D model of the dauer

nuclei, with detailed and faithful nuclei shapes that result from EM object extraction. An

added value of the model lays in its gamification potential and appeal in science education;

it was rendered to visitors on a Vibe virtual reality headset of the Long Night of Science

2019 at BIMSB by my lab-mate Marwan Zouinkhi, and its implementation on Unity allows

for further expansion of the model and its functionality.

As the EM nuclei mapping is made to serve as a template on which to register light-

microscopy dataset, I virtually straightened the nuclei mapping in a process that I also re-

peated for example confocal microscopy dauer datasets, bringing all datasets to the same

space (reaching a rough alignment) from which the nuclei matching can take part (Fig-

ure 3.6 on page 62). First, I’ve defined a straight line (AKA template skeleton) in a 3D space
†Interactive model: preibischlab.mdc-berlin.de/dauer/dauerRender/ and source:

github.com/PreibischLab/preibisch-labsite/tree/gh-pages/dauer/dauerRender
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that is divided into a 100 equally sized segments. Then, for each dataset to be registered the

following steps were computed in a python script ‡:

1. Skeletonize the worm:

(a) Get mask on the entire worm using a RF classifier.

(b) Skeletonize the 3D mask using the skimage 190 pre-defined function.

(c) As the previous step may have resulted in more than one connected compo-
nent, only take biggest connected component.

(d) Find the beginning and the end of the skeleton by selecting the pixels with the
smallest and biggest Y axis location.

(e) Remove any loose edges, thus resulting in one line from the head to the tail of
the worm. Done using the Dijkstra algorithm 39 that I programmed.

2. Compute the affine transformation matrices of the worm skeleton segments to the
respective template skeleton segments:

(a) Segment the skeleton found into 100 equally sized segments - each corresponds
to a segment in the template skeleton - defined by their start and end points.

(b) for each segment, compute the transformation matrix - translation, rotation,
and scaling - from each template segment to the image skeleton segment.

3. Create 3D straightened worm image by transforming each pixel from the original
image to the template space:

(a) For each pixel in the original image, calculate its euclidean distance from the
mid points of each skeleton segment.

(b) For each pixel, calculate the weight that each segment should have towards its
transformation as normalized 1

distance × α, so that all weights sum up to 1 (α is
just a scalar).

‡Code: github.com/PreibischLab/worm-straightening
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A

B

Figure 3.6: Results worm straighteningA. of the TEMdataset and the nuclei mapping (showed here rendered). B. I

applied the same straightening and rotation tool on dauer datasets imagedwith a confocal microscope (by Friedrich

Preusser), resulting in the same orientation of all datasets.

(c) Apply each segment inverse transformation to the worm image.

(d) For each pixel set its final value in the straightened worm as the weighted sum
of its value in all transformed images.

An example straightening video can be found in the link below §. I will next clarify some

technical details. For the mask creation of the entire worm (step 1a) for the EM nuclei seg-

mentation result image, the original EM image was used. For confocal images that were

registered, the RF was trained to classify the autofluorescence. For the calculation of the

transformation matrices (step 2), homogeneous coordinates (projective geometry) were

used (thus adding the forth dimension W), as each segment was defined as a line and affine

transformation in 3D space cannot be directly calculated from only two points. Finally, in

order to define the weight each segment will have in the calculation of the final transforma-

tion (step 3) I experimented with different αs and selected α = 4. I have used this align-
§straightening video: preibischlab.mdcberlin.de/dauer/straighten.gif
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ment procedure to straighten and align the EM nuclei image (segmentation result), as well

as 6 different confocal microscopy dauer images.

3.3 Discussion

The high resolution somatic cell nucleus mapping of the C. elegans dauer from an TEM

dataset of an entire larva was built to facilitate microscopy studies in toto studies of the

dauer larva stage and its developmental stage. The dauer is an attractive system for study-

ing developmental responsiveness to stress, plasticity, and aging 145. Yet, its research lacks the

vast amount of resources available for the normal development of the C. elegans - cell lin-

eages 175,174, connectomes 198, and nucleus mappings 81,159,185. In this chapter I presented work

toward creating those resources.

It is the first nucleus mapping of the dauer, and includes all 701 of the dataset’s nuclei,

with a detailed contour that can not be matched by light-licroscopy. Additionally, as cell

identity is being annotated by my collaborator, Daniel Witvliet, the mapping will partly

connect the dauer to the known cell lineage tree and will bring clearer understanding of the

reorganization involved in dauer entry and exit. A more clear understanding of this process

is needed as currently, there are large gaps in the literature. For instance, it is assumed that

the dauer arrest is equivalent to the end of the L2 stage 83. The L2 has 740 cells (and not

762 as in 24, according to Robert Waterston, personal correspondence, 26/03/2021). But in

that case, where do the extra 40-60 cells go? Possibly, the dauer is not as stereotypic as has

been previously assumed, or perhaps the daf-2 mutant is different. These are the sorts of

questions that will only be answered when more resources like this are compiled. Moreover,

the availability of the EM dataset as an open source resource might bring closer a dauer

connectome effort. That is only one of the many potential studies that can be supported by

this dataset.
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Moreover, even with the present knowledge of a fixed lineage (of the normal develop-

ment), this is only one larva. Thus, this result needs to be verified against other datasets.

Extra care needs to be taken as the imaged worm is a daf-2 mutant 58, and not a wild-type, as

theoretically those can exhibit different features, such as cell configurations. Nevertheless,

future bids towards verification and determination of the degree of stereotypy, will likely

be of light-microscopy datasets, that will be matched to the EM based mapping. As recent

efforts towards the adult nucleus mapping have demonstrated, the task will best be per-

formed using various cell specific markers 185, especially as those reported higher variability

than expected 198,185.

Registration and matching of future dauer datasets to the current mappings will be facil-

itated by the two tools I described above. First, rough alignment of the datasets, bringing

them to the same space as the straightened EM based nuclei mapping, can be done using

the skeleton segments based alignment followed by the rotation approach available here.

Second, the CATMAID object annotation tool I developed is used to annotated nucleus

identities. Those can be matched to nuclei markers used in light-microscopy in order to fit

more pieces of the puzzle. Importantly, the CATMAID annotation tool can be used to an-

notate any object type in any dataset, adding my small contribution to a widely used dataset

browsing and annotation tool.

The methods section of this chapter focuses on two segmentation methods: a dynamic

programing based edge detector, and a deep learning approach. I think it’s fair to say that

in today’s world, the former has been made nearly obsolete by the rise of deep learning. No-

tably, for the deep learning approach to perform as well as it did, 10% of the data to be seg-

mented was used as a training set. While this is a lot, as manually annotation 10% of every

dataset is labor-intensive, the work performed here may reduce the need for manual annota-

tions in future studies. Truly, the dauer EM dataset is one of a kind. However, the network
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used for the segmentation of this dataset may be used as a pre-trained network for new simi-

lar datasets, which would then require less human annotations for their own training data.
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4
Analysis pipeline for studying

transcriptional repression in C. elegans

embryogenesis

Single molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH) is a powerful technique

to detect individual RNA molecules. This chapter details the image analysis pipeline for

studying transcriptional repression by X-specific condensin in thousands of 3D C. elegans

embryo images in various embryogenesis stages. I will begin by describing the biological

system. Then I will outline the study design, followed by descriptions of the different steps

of the pipeline and review the relevant literature. Finally, I will detail the image analysis

pipeline. This project is a collaboration with Laura Breimann and others.
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4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Background

Condensins are evolutionarily conserved protein complexes that help maintain chromo-

some architecture and condensation, and support gene expression/suppression regula-

tion70. Studies have found condensin to play a role in vast genome organization mecha-

nisms such as topologically associated domains (TADs) regulation, enhancer-promoter long

range interactions, chromosome territories formations, and between-chromosomes gene

regulation 36,141. Yet, this role in chromosome organization and function as well as transcrip-

tion regulation remains poorly understood. For a full review see 141.

Metazoans have two forms of condensins, I and II, that are both involved in chromo-

some segregation, though they target different sites and functions. C. elegans is unique, as

in addition to the two canonical condensin forms, it has a third form of condensin, con-

densin DC, which differs from condensin I by only a single subunit (an SMC-4 variant

called DPY-27) 37 (Appendix Figure 8.1 on page 104). Condensin DC is part of the dosage

compensation complex (DCC), that has a distinctive role in dosage compensation, that is

equalizing gene expression between sexes. In the C. elegans hermaphrodite (XX), the DCC

represses the two X chromosomes by 2-fold to match to the one X chromosomal transcript

levels of the male (XO)79,92. While there is evidence that condensin I and II also regulate

transcription, mutating them may cause genome instability due to their roles in mitosis and

meiosis and poses problems in isolating those mechanisms 118,199. In contrast, condensin DC,

while being essential for development of the hermaphrodite, is not crucial for cell division

during embryo-genesis. Moreover, evidence suggests that mechanisms that govern con-

densin binding to eukaryotic chromosomes are similar to the canonical condensin forms4,

thus making condensin DC and C. elegans a suitable paradigm for studying how condensin
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targets chromosomal domains and helps regulate transcription.

In the C. elegans hermaphrodite, the DCC reduces RNA polymerase II binding to X

chromosome promoters resulting in an average two-fold repression across the X. It also

modulates levels of specific histone modifications and regulates chromosomal interactions,

compaction, and nuclear localization. Yet, much of those processes and DCC mechanism

are currently unresolved. It’s assumed that the DCC gets distributed across the length of

both the X chromosomes of the hermaphrodite through a “recruitment and spreading”

mechanism44. Thus, there are known sequences with varying DCC binding affinities, that

are found and sometimes cluster in areas that act as DCC binding recruitment sites called

recruitment elements on the X (rex). Although the subunit protein that recognizes the

motif is unknown and the molecular mechanisms of recruitment and spreading along the

chromatin remain unclear, a combination of several factors has been proposed. Among

those factors are motif clusterings, interaction with specific transcription factors, DNA

shape, and associating with histone proteins. For a comprehensive review on the topic, see4.

4.1.2 Introduction to the pipeline

In order to fill some of those gaps, our study investigates the effect of the DCC and con-

densin DC on transcript numbers and dynamics at single embryo resolution across embryo-

genesis. Over 10,000 fixed embryos at various developmental stages were semi-automatically

imaged as multi-channel 3D stacks (Figure 4.1 on the next page). This was necessary, as hun-

dreds of embryo samples were required per experimental condition due to the heterogene-

ity in the stochastic nature of gene expression 86. Transcription was quantified for a set of

condensin DC regulated genes and control genes from single molecule RNA fluorescence

in situ hybridization (smFISH) images. We compared wildtype (WT) embryos to multiple

conditions (found in Appendix Table 8.1 on page 104), thus studying the effect of the dif-
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A B C

Figure 4.1: The different channels imaged for an example embryo. Each channel was imaged as a deep 3D volume

covering the entire embryo. Images seen here are themiddle slice of of each channelA. smFISH spot channel. Each

embryowas imagedwith three different smFISH channels (only one shown here). The three smFISH channels were

usually the exons of a target gene, introns of a target gene, and exons of a control gene. B.GFP channel with aut-

oflourecence that marks the entire embryo and used for creating amask. C.ADAPI channel marking the cell nuclei

and used for detection of the embryonic stage.

ferent dosage compensation elements on transcripts’ abundance and dynamics. The major

steps of the computer vision pipeline included embryo detection and masking, smFISH

spots detection and count, embryos developmental stage classification, and transcription

sites detection and quantifications. Following those steps, transcription distribution pro-

files were characterized and the different experiments, genes, and developmental stages

compared. The open source pipeline was built with focus on accuracy and speed, and is

modular so that future applications can utilize relevant tools. I will detail the image analysis

pipeline in this chapter’s methods section, focusing on my contribution (Figure detailing

the pipeline: 4.2 on page 75).

smFISH images allow quantification of transcription from the detection of individual

RNA molecules 148. While RNA sequencing is a present day alternative investigation ap-

proach 207,150, we chose smFISH imaging for its superior sensitivity in RNA count and lo-

calization 176, and additional advantages that images offer, such as potential embryo age

discrimination. smFISH visualizes individual RNA molecules by introducing multiple
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single-stranded fluorescent-labeled short DNA probes that hybridize to target RNA. Since

the approach demands fixed samples, characterization of the stochastic nature of transcrip-

tion bursts under multiple conditions requires the imaging of many samples. Accurate

high-throughput single molecule spot localization of 3D smFISH images is challenging due

to varying noise levels and spot quality and brightness as well as overlapping spots.

Automatic spot detection approaches include image filtering, intensity thresholding,

machine learning based classifiers, and wavelet transform based algorithms. See review pa-

pers here 168,116. In recent years, typical RNA spot detection applications first suppress image

background and enhance the signal (e.g. with a laplacian of Gaussian filter or difference of

Gaussians) then detect spots by local maxima and intensity thresholding 182,108. Two such

widely used tools, FISH-quant 126 and AIRLOCALIZE 186, add sub-pixel spot localization 186

by Gaussian fitting. As this is a somewhat slower iterative process and both tools are avail-

able as MATLAB 120 toolkits, they are less suitable as a part of a fast high-throughput analy-

sis pipeline of thousands of images. To the best of my knowledge, AI based approaches 59,116,

while being common in object detection, were not yet adapted for spot detection at the

time of the development of our pipeline, and those developed later by and large only sup-

port 2D images. Additionally, those recently developed methods are supervised, thus re-

quiring a complicated and soul-crushing manual process of creating a set of labeled data of

spots in 3D. Our approach for sub-pixel smFISH detection uses the RS-FISH interactive

Fiji 161 plug-in7, which is scriptable (for high-throughput analysis), and was partly developed

in-lab. It is a parameterized fast spot detection tool with high precision, suitable for large

datasets of thick 3D images, and is orders-of-magnitude faster than a Gaussian fit.

Detection and masking of the embryos is an instance segmentation task - the assignment

of unique embryo (or background) label to every pixel of the image. Multiple embryos,

possibly touching and occluding, were imaged in the same frame, and C. elegans embryos
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are roughly of oval shape, hence the task is similar to many microscopy detection problems

of cells and nuclei. Classical approaches such as thresholding 164, edge detection 210, and wa-

tershed transformations 13 are insufficient for the task, and thus call forth the use of more

modern AI based solutions. One bottom-up technique of achieving instance segmenta-

tion is to first categorically label all pixels (semantic segmentation), commonly with ran-

dom forest (RF) or convolutional neural networks (CNNs), then further detect individual

instances. This final object detection can be carried with tailored solutions, such as ellip-

soid fitting (in case of oval objects), or CNN based clustering applications, such as deep

watershed transform8. Those approaches generally yield good results but might struggle

and under-segment in highly clustered areas of overlapping objects. Another top-down

commonly used technique, such as mask-RCNN66, is to first detect the object (e.g. bound-

ing box) by generating multiple proposals for object location and then eliminating all but

one most accurate detection, then increasing its precision and creating a final object mask.

While those approaches have been optimized, they tend to require more parameters and

tuning, and lacked adaptations to biological samples at the time of the creation of our anal-

ysis pipeline 80. I chose to detect and segment the embryos (in 2D - using a max projection

image) with StarDist 162, an approach that shares similarities with the top-down techniques.

It is an instance segmentation network designed to detect cells and other similar star-shaped

polygons that produces excellent results while being fast, efficient, and demanding relatively

little training data.

With the C. elegans’ fixed cell lineage 175,174, age estimation of embryos from microscopic

images is commonly achieved by explicit cell counting 27,137,132. In automatic and semi-automatic

approaches, the nuclei are first detected or instance segmented then the detected instances

are counted 159. Seemingly, detection of the nuclei is comparable to the embryo detection

task, as they have similar shapes. However, the detection of nuclei is a far more complex
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task, mostly due to the high density of nuclei in older embryos and the need to perform

the detection in 3D (For example nuclei images at different embryonic stages see Figure 4.2

on page 75, panel C). The challenges and approaches of spatial detection of nuclei in entire

embryos were described in chapter 3 (3.1.1-2). Importantly, those contemporary supervised

machine learning object detection methods generally demand a substantial amount of la-

beled data, which would have required the tedious task of manual annotation of nuclei in

multiple images (and possibly sampling multiple developmental stages, as nuclei sizes are

different). Due to the challenge of age discrimination, current smFISH studies in C. elegans

typically only compare developmental stages up to 30 cell nuclei 27,137,132.

In contrast, we have developed a novel approach (to the best of my knowledge) to es-

timate embryonic stage. Our comparative analysis does not require the a distinction of

embryonic age with an exact nuclei count, but only the classification of embryos to bio-

logically meaningful developmental stages in regards to dosage compensation90. Largely, a

trained human (AKA PhD student) eye can approximate those stages from a quick inspec-

tion of the 2D max projection image of the nuclei with fair reliability (Appendix Figure 8.5

on page 108). Thus, we use an image classifier to implicitly predict the embryo age, by as-

signing it to a stage bin directly from the texture and features of the entire image. The ad-

vantage of the approach lies in its efficiency, mainly by significantly reducing the manual an-

notation efforts to the simpler and faster task of stage bin classification of the entire image.

We further reduce the need of a sizable training data by first pre-training a CNN based au-

toencoder, to learn a dimensionality reduced representation of the data in the encoder part,

then using the trained encoder to feed the classifier layers (Figure 4.5 on page 85). Taken to-

gether, our classification approach balances accuracy and practicality in developmental stage

detection from images of embryos.

smFISH images are static snapshots of detected transcripts. However, modeling the dis-
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tributions of the stochastic process of transcription bursting requires the spotting of the

current transcription rate 158, achieved by the identification of transcription sites and quan-

tification of actively transcribed molecules 128. Active transcription sites have multiple RNA

polymerase II molecules engaged in transcription of the target gene into nascent mRNAs.

Thus, active transcription sites can be detected either by detection of brighter smFISH exon

spots or the co-localization of intron spots (second channel) inside the nucleus (third chan-

nel)64 (See example in Figure 4.2 on the next page, panels D-F). While a common approach

is to simply identify active transcription sites by detection of brighter exon spots within

the nuclei 111, the approach can be insufficient in images with abundance of nuclear mRNA

molecules. Other approaches mask the nuclei, then identify brighter spots in the exon chan-

nels and spots of the intron channel image that co-localize within a thresholded physical

proximity63. Detections of transcription sites in our embryo dataset is a step that is still un-

der development. Laura Breimann is testing the precision of only using the bright spots of

the exon channels. At the same time, Leo Epstein is developing a RF based approach to de-

tect transcription sites using all three image channels and a training set made of manual an-

notations of transcription sites, but without the masking of the nuclei. Once transcription

sites are detected and quantified, the dynamics of the transcription bursts will be modeled.

4.2 Methods and results

I will begin this section with an outline and brief description of the image data and the

full image analysis pipeline (Figure 4.2 on the following page), pointing out my contribu-

tions. Next, I will detail the analysis steps that I developed and implemented, mainly em-

bryo extraction using instance segmentation and age estimation using an auto-encoder and

a classifier.
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Figure 4.2: smFISH analysis in whole embryos of various developmental stages computer vision pipeline. Original

images contain five 3D channels: three smFISH, one GFP, and oneDAPI channel. A. Shown here is an overlay of amax

projection of the DAPI, GFP, and one smFISH channels of an example original image. B. First in the pipeline, themax

projection of the GFP channel is used to automatically create an embryomask, and an individual embryo image is

cropped accordingly. C. Embryos are automatically classified into developmental stage bins based on themasked 3D

DAPI channel images (shown here in 2Dmax projection). D-E.RNA spots are detected in 3D for all smFISH channels

(shown here on examplemid-slice of exon and intron channels correspondingly). F. Transcription sites are detected

from an overlay of DAPI, smFISH intron, and smFISH and exon channels (mid-slice overlay in figure).
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4.2.1 Image data and pipeline outline

Sample preparation was done by Laura Breimann, Mandy Terne, and Andrea Grybowski,

and imaging was done by Laura. Over 10,000 fixed embryos were semi-automatically im-

aged in a Nikon wide-field microscope in 3D stacks, over five fluorescence channels (Cy-

FISH, mCherryFISH, GoldFISH, GFP, and DAPI). The five channels hold:

1. smFISH labels of exons of a target gene.

2. smFISH labels of intron of a target gene.

3. smFISH labels of exons of a control gene.

4. Autofluorescence GFP channel.

5. DAPI DNA stain marking the cell nuclei.

Each image had 1024x1024 pixels (XY axes) and∼ 90 slices (Z), with 0.13μm lateral and

0.2μm axial resolution. C. elegans embryos egg measures∼ 50 μm in length and∼ 30

μm in diameter. Thus, some images show multiple embryos. After imaging Laura trans-

ferred the image files to the MDC computing cluster, where the automatic computer vision

pipeline was periodically run on newly added files.

The automatic image analysis pipeline is broadly constructed of the following steps:

1. A python based workflow I developed that includes the following scripts *:

(a) Nikon ND2 file format conversion to TIFF and entering image metadata to
database.

(b) Instance segmentation of individual embryos in each image.

(c) Creation of a cropped and masked image for each embryo.

(d) Age bin estimation for each embryo.

*Code: github.com/PreibischLab/nd2totif-maskembryos-stagebin-pipeline
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2. smFISH detection using the Radial Symmetry plugin in ImageJ. This step was done
by Klim Kolyvanov and me.

3. Transcription sites detection using a RF classifier. This step is currently under devel-
opment (Leo Epstein).

smFISH spot detection was performed by Klim and me in 3D on each smFISH channel

image, after applying a median filter per slice followed by normalization. Spot detection

was done by calling the Fiji 161 plugin RS-FISH7, developed by Stephan Preibisch and Tim-

othee Lionnet, with a script I wrote to adapt the plugin use for batch processing on the

cluster. The plugin uses radial symmetry, thus calculating a spot’s center as the intersection

of lines parallel to the gradient 138 and uses RANSAC for robust outlier removal48. I first

ran a grid search † on the plugin parameters in order to tune and optimize spot detection in

the embryos dataset, as well as validate the approach and compare its accuracy and speed to

FISH-quant 126 ‡.

A transcription site detection tool is currently under development by Leo Epstein. In a

nutshell, the idea is to use a RF 106 pixel-wise classifier to locate transcription sites from the

input of the target gene exon and intron channel as well as the nuclei stained DAPI channel.

My contribution was to help define the image filters (for each channel) to feed to the RF

classifier for better detection §.

4.2.2 Instance segmentation of embryos

All analysis steps (e.g. age estimation, and RNA-FISH count) required processing of indi-

vidual embryos, thus each embryo was first detected and segmented from its original im-

age. Instance segmentation was used as many of the original images contained more than
†Code: github.com/PreibischLab/RadialSymmetryLocalization/tree/master/example_scripts
‡Ran on FISH-quant’s python version (not yet published) - BigFish: github.com/fish-quant/big-fish
§Filters were chosen from this library: github.com/PreibischLab/primfilters
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one embryo, and as many as 7 embryos, with some embryos touching or occluding other

embryos. The instance segmentation was performed on the max projection of the GFP

channel, which contained autofluorescence signal marking the entire embryo. I used the

2D max projection image instead of the full 3D GFP channel stack, to reduce the amount

of manual annotations needed for training and the running time, as well as to increase ro-

bustness. Those advantages outweigh the benefits of processing all further analysis steps on

fully 3D masked embryo images. Instance segmentation resulted, for each original image, in

a 2D image with an assigned label for every pixel, with different labels for different embryos.

I used each label as a mask for each embryo, and created a new cropped padded masked

image of the embryo with all of its channels and slices (Figure 4.2 on page 75, panel B). Em-

bryos were automatically discarded in cases where the mask area size was below a threshold,

as those embryos are assumed to be occluded or cut by the image edges. A separate Jupyter

Notebook was used for manual inspection of the new cropped image of each individual

embryo. All subsequent analysis was performed on those new images, each containing only

one cropped embryo, and their matching mask image.

I used a 2D StarDist implementation, an approach for nuclei/cell detection with star con-

vex shape, to extract individual embryos from the microscopy images. In the method, devel-

oped by Schmidt, Weigert, et al. 162, a deep neural network containing a U-Net predicted for

each pixel a star-convex polygon parameterized by its euclidean distances from the object

(embryo) boundaries (in n directions with predefined equispaced angles), called rays and de-

fined as {rki,j}n
k=1, where i and j are the pixel’s indices. As this prediction is only meaningful

for pixels that are within objects, for each pixel the network also predicted its probability of

belonging to an object (non-background) defined as di,j (Appendix Figure 8.2 on page 105).

The final boundaries of the objects were predicted by network layers operating a greedy

NMS (non maximum suppression) 113, sparsely selecting only pixels at the center of each
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object (highest di,j) and their corresponding polygon rki,j to define the object boundaries. I

chose StarDist for the embryo segmentation task, as C. elegans embryos have a fairly round

and convex shape, many of the images contained multiple as well as touching embryos, and

for its prediction time.

Our initial approach for embryo mask creation, before we used StarDist, had two main

steps, RF ¶ and an ellipsoid fit. Masks of 588 embryos were manually annotated, then fed to

train a RF classifier, with the input being the max projection 2D image of the GFP channel.

Predictions on all images available at the time (many more were imaged since) was post-

processed by deleting masks (connected components) that were too big or too small to be

the size of an embryo, filling holes, and applying a Gaussian filter to smooth the edges of

the mask. As big masks were discarded, touching embryo masks were discarded too (that

was fixed with StarDist). The last step of post processing was an ellipsoid fit (developed in

Java by Stephan) parameterized by the range of embryo sizes. Masks for which the ellipsoid

fit failed were discarded. This approach yielded 5080 embryo masks (after manual correc-

tions by Laura). As many embryos were missed, I switched to using StarDist (Table 4.1 on

page 81).

Training StarDist to predict embryo 2D masks required the selection of the training

datasets from the masks that were already created by using the approach above. For train-

ing StarDist, only images with available masks for all embryos appearing in the image were

selected, first by cross-referencing the meta-data database, then manually inspecting the pos-

sibly valid (for training) masked images in an interactive Jupyter widgets notebook. The fi-

nal 1374 valid for training images were shuffled and divided into training (85% - 1168 images)

and validation (15% - 206 images) sets. As preprocessing steps, each GFP max projection im-

age was normalized and resized from 1024x1024 to 512x512. StarDist was configured to pre-
¶Code: github.com/PreibischLab/image_RF
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dict 32 rays (from the pixel to the object outline). While training was performed only once,

prediction was run on many occasions, as new embryos were imaged frequently. Thus,

training was performed on GPU and prediction was run on the MDC computing cluster

using tensorflow CPU on any available cluster node.

Performance of StarDist on the embryo dataset was evaluated on a validation set of 206

images containing 247 embryos (Figure 4.3 on the following page, Table 4.1 on the next

page). All ground-truth (GT) embryo instances were detected (true positives) with a Jac-

card similarity score78 > 0.75. Instances of false positives, where embryos that were not

annotated as GT were detected, occurred in 7 (2.83%) predicted instances. Most of those

instances are in image areas where embryos exist but their quality is too poor to take part in

the analysis, and in 2 of the cases dirt was detected as embryos. Figure 4.3 on the following

page and Table 4.1 on the next page present the results and their comparison to our initial

segmentation approach of using RF followed by an ellipsoid fit.

Post-processing for each embryo included predicted label resizing back to original size,

creation of a cropped individual embryo image (40 pixels padding), entry in the database,

and quality control. Quality control of the images and labels was performed by visually in-

specting each cropped embryo image and marking its usability status in a separate Jupyter

widgets notebook presenting a split view of each embryo’s GFP, DAPI, and first RNA-

FISH channels max projections along with the predicted mask (only of the target embryo) ‖.

In the notebook, the inspector (Laura) marked images needed to be discarded based on sig-

nal quality, noise, dirt, and embryo completeness (Appendix Figure 8.3 on page 106). Valid

embryos were then used in subsequent steps of smFISH and transcription site detection

and analysis.
‖Notebook: github.com/PreibischLab/nd2totif-maskembryos-stagebin-

pipeline/blob/master/manually_inspect_masks_widgeti̇pynb
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Figure 4.3: StarDist mask creation results on validation set. A. Examples of instance segmentation results - GT (left)

and predictions (right). B. Examples of wrongly segmented instances. All validation set predictionmistakes were false

positives in areas of image that contain embryos but were not chosen for the analysis due to image quality at that

regions or very rarely regions with dirt. C. The Jaccard similarity score was computed per pair of binary images - GT

and predicted images. Results were compared to our previousmasking approach of RF followed by ellipsoid fitting. D.

Jaccard similarity score is computed as the intersection of two sets divided by the union of the sets.

Method: True Positives: False Positives:

StarDist 247/247 (100%) 7 (2.83%)
Ellipse fitting 101/247 (40.89%) 2 (0.81%)

Table 4.1: Jaccard similarity score was also computed per instance in the validation set. Accepted correctly predicted

instance was defined by a Jaccard score > 0.75. Using StarDist, all (100%) instances in the GT images were found.

However, in rare cases (<3%) areas with low quality embryos that are not desirable for analysis as well as dirt were

detected.
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4.2.3 Embryo age bin estimation

I’ve established a deep learning approach to automatically determine the developmental

stage of each embryo in the dataset. Stage detection was an essential step in quantifying and

characterizing transcription of condensin regulated genes (compared to control genes) in

various time points during embryogenesis. As manually annotating the embryos’ nucleus

count was labor intensive, I’ve implemented an autoencoder-pretrained deep learning clas-

sifier that required a small training set and used a active learning inspired approach to refine

the results. The approach resulted in the classification of the embryos into six developmen-

tal age bins as opposed to a precise nuclei count, as embryonic stage was suitable for the

analysis needs (Figure 4.2 on page 75, panel C). The developmental bins used were a com-

promise based on biological meaning and the approach classification prediction capability.

In this subsection I will detail the data, the creation of training sets and stage bins, prepro-

cessing steps, neural networks used, and the results of stage binning the embryo dataset.

I chose to perform embryo stage bin classification as opposed to nuclei count regression

for efficiency, as it required fewer training examples, as well as lower precision of the manu-

ally annotated labeled data. The manual labeling of a precise embryonic nuclei count in the

2D max projection DAPI channel images was found to be extremely challenging as nuclei

overlap and occlude one another, especially later in development. Performing the labeling

task on 3D DAPI channel was previously performed in the lab (on deconvolved lightsheet

microscopy images), and was found to take about 10 times longer ( 2 versus 20 minutes for

an embryo with 200 nuclei), as it required browsing through all stacks. Furthermore, re-

gression analysis would have demanded many more training examples and a more targeted

initial training set, as it would have required a greater amount of training examples for each

frequent developmental time point. As we aimed for an optimized analysis pipeline with
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minimal manual annotations, using developmental stage bins circumvented the manual

labeling from becoming a bottleneck. The developmental bins were decided based on bio-

logically meaningful embryogenesis stages for dosage compensation90. However, due to the

limited amount of training examples and the difficulty to discriminate (or count nuclei of)

different stages and time points, especially post gastrulation, some bins were merged. See

developmental bins, corresponding time points, and nuclei counts (Figure 4.2 on page 75,

panel C).

The creation of training sets was done by manually viewing embryos and estimating

their developmental stage (by Laura). For the creation of the initial training set, I wrote an

ImageJ macro that loads an image of the DAPI channel max projection with each iteration,

and allows the user to input the nucleus count, with an option to open the full stack, and

the option to mark each nucleus on the 2D image when needed (Appendix Figure 8.4 on

page 107). The fed embryo images were ordered and alternated by strain (e.g. N2, SEA-12,

MK4, N2 RNAi). The 2D DAPI channel max projection was displayed as we only needed

a developmental bin estimation as opposed to the exact count, and as counting the nuclei

in 3D was extremely laborious and time consuming. 100 embryos were annotated for nu-

clei count in this first step of manual annotations. Notably, the naïve approach of creating

the first subset of manual annotations resulted in a significant class imbalance, with only

few labeled embryos in some bins. Thus, in an active learning approach, once the classifier

predicted stage bins for all embryos in the dataset (description below), the next iterations

of manual annotations resumed using the same ImageJ macro. Instead of alternating by

strain, a subset of 50 embryos for manual annotation was automatically selected, prioritiz-

ing classes with not enough training examples from the previous annotation round and em-

bryos with low confidence levels of the classifier (<0.5). Thus, using active learning allowed

us to create a more efficient and targeted manually annotated training set, minimizing and
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Figure 4.4: Final amount of manual annotations

of stage bins. While a total of 174 embryos

were annotated, the lowest number of annota-

tions per bin is 24, thus 24manually annotated

embryos were chosen per bin (24x6=144) for

the training of the classifier.

cutting manual labor and time. The process resulted in a training set of 24 embryos per de-

velopmental bin. See number of final manual annotations per bin (Figure 4.4). Based on a

100 embryos that were manually annotated twice by Laura, I calculated a reliability score of

0.93 Spearman correlation (Appendix Figure 8.5 on page 108).

All images (training set as well as full dataset) were preprocessed prior to classification.

For each embryo, 3D DAPI channel images were first masked, then the 21 central slices were

extracted, and pixel intensities were normalized using only non-zero values. Then, slightly

modified copies were generated using small shifts, flips, rotations, shear, and brightness

changes (augmentation). From those copies, 750 2D tiles of size 64x64 were extracted from

different image regions for each embryo. Training of both the autoencoder and the classifier

(detailed next) were performed with tile images as input.

Due to the small training set of labeled data (24 embryos per class = 144 total), I’ve used

an autoencoder based deep learning classification method on augmented 2D tile segments

of the 3D DAPI channel (network architecture in Figure 4.5 on the next page). This semi-

supervised approach allowed me to make use of unlabeled data in the pre-training step,

using the entire dataset of all thousands of embryos for training (minus a validation set of

250 embryos). First, a convolutional autoencoder network was trained to code the images’

underlying features in an unsupervised approach. The autoencoder network, which was

trained on all (both labeled and not) images, was constructed of an encoder part, which
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Figure 4.5: Stage bin prediction CNN architecture. As the training set is small,A. First, an autoencoder is trained to

learn a latent representation of the image in the encoder part. For this, during training, the input layer and the output

layer are the same. Autoencoder loss: mean squared error, optimizer: Adam B.After initial training of the autoencoder,

the encoder part is joined by a classifier part, where the output layer is the softmax of the stage bins. This new net-

work is initially trainedwith frozen encoder weights, then finally tuned by training of the full network. Classifier loss:

categorical crossentropy, optimizer: Adam.

produced a dimensionality reduced representation of the images, and a decoder part, where

the input image (tile) was reconstructed from that representation. While training, the fed

output to the network was equal to the input images (know as reconstruction), learning

meaningful features specific for the dataset. Assuming that the learned features for recon-

struction would also be meaningful for image classification, the pre-trained encoder part

of the network was used in the next phase. There, a new neural network, the classifier, was

assembled by attaching two fully connected layers and a final softmax layer (probability

distribution) to the pre-trained encoder layers. The classifier was trained using tiles from

the manually annotated images as input and the corresponding bin class (represented as a

number) as output. The early training epochs (and in fact, most training epochs, 500 out

of 600) were executed with ”frozen” unchanged weights of the pre-trained encoder layers,

while only adjusting the weights of the new attached classifier layers. After that, the encoder

weighted were unfrozen and the entire classifier network (all layers) was trained. The pro-

cess of training the autoencoder followed by the training of the classifier was repeated twice
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(with decreased learning rate for both networks in the second round) for enhanced perfor-

mance and final fine tuning.

Stage bin prediction per embryo was decided based on the majority vote of its tiles. All

tiles where the class with highest probability was smaller than 0.7 were excluded from vot-

ing (different thresholds in Appendix Figure 8.6 on page 108). Then for each embryo, all

votes were summed and the majority vote determined the stage bin. In addition to the final

stage bin, two more certainty measures were added to the database: The ratio of tiles that

contributed to the decision, and the average probability of all tiles for the predicted class

(including tiles that were excluded from the majority vote). Those added metrics, when

thresholded, might lead to future exclusion of embryos from the analysis, or alternatively

single certain embryos to be manually annotated for stage bin.

Also due to the small training set, performance was estimated in the following way: The

classifier was trained 24 times, each time the tiles of all but one embryo per each class were

used as training set, and the tiles of one embryo per class was used as validation set. I did

not use a ”leave one out” approach as I did not want to create class imbalance and as train-

ing 144 classifiers would have taken a long time (training of the model took 30 hours for

the 24 classifiers). The results on the validation sets and their comparison to competing

approaches tested are shown in Figure 4.6 on the next page (and Figure 8.7 on page 108).

In summary, the process of predicting the stage bin classification used a active learning

approach together with an autoencoder-pretrained classification, with the aim of cutting

manual labor. The process started with the creation of a small manually annotated subset

of the data. The entire embryo dataset was used to train an autoencoder network to encode

meaningful image features, and the encoder part joined by classification layers was used as a

new network that was trained on the manually annotated subset to predict developmental

stage bins. The images with the lowest prediction confidence level were then used as a new
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Figure 4.6: Stage bin classification results on validation set. Validation set contains 24 embryos per class, and all results

were obtained by training 24 classifiers with a leave one out (per class) approach. A.Normalized confusionmatrix of

the used approach - augmented tiled image as input with a autoencoder followed by classifier architecture. B. Pre-

dicted rank of the true bin. As decision is based onmajority tile votes, ”no votes” means that no tile predicted the true

classes. C-D. For comparison, normalized confusionmatrices for a simple classifier CNN network and a non tiled input

with the autoencoder architecture correspondingly. As tiled input and autoencoder architecture perform best in stage

bin prediction on validation set, that approachwas used in analysis pipeline.
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subset for manual annotations and the either process cycle began once more, but with a

targeted subset of training examples. This approach, once polished, accomplished sufficient

accuracy for our analysis needs.

4.3 Discussion

In this chapter I described a high-throughput image analysis pipeline that was developed

as part of a larger project where my collaborators and I are investigating the mechanisms

of transcriptional repression by X-specific condensin in the C. elegans embryo. The tasks

I worked on were embryo mask extraction, sm-FISH spot detection, and stage prediction.

The tool enables us to quantify transcription, model the dynamics, and make statistical

comparisons of different conditions (e.g. between embryos: a strain where a sub-subunit

of condensin DC was knocked-out to wildtype - see Appendix Table 8.1 on page 104, and

e.g. within embryos: comparing a gene on the X chromosome to a gene on an autosome).

The comparison is done by Laura based on the quantifications from the image processing

pipeline, thus I won’t cover it.

Masking the embryos was initially performed using a RF classifier to segment the em-

bryos, followed by an ellipsoid fit. However, halfway through the process, a deep learning

tool to segment round objects (StarDist) was published and performed much better on the

embryo data. Thus StarDist was used to segment all embryos from that point on. this is

yet another example in this thesis of a deep learning tool that outperforms the engineered

approaches.

The sm-FISH spot detection in 3D was done using the RS-FISH Fiji plugin that I adapted

for use on a compute cluster. A grid search analysis I performed revealed compatible accu-

racy of RS-FISH to the standard tool in the field (FISH-quant), but with a significant speed

advantage that is important for such large datasets. Once the optimal parameters were de-
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termined, spot detection was performed on all the embryos.

For each embryo, its developmental stage bin was detected using a novel approach I de-

veloped with focus on efficiency. Instead of explicitly counting nuclei to determine the age

of each embryo, a classifier was used on the entire (masked) embryo image to determine

the stage bin the embryo belongs to. This approach has a clear advantage of simplicity, as

it required easier and faster annotation per training example as well as a smaller training

set and a simpler model, but it came at the expense of age resolution (as ages were binned)

and perhaps accuracy. Importantly, it did allow us to compare conditions in different de-

velopmental stages throughout embryogenesis, while many of the current sm-FISH studies

usually focus on early stages of embryonic development (<30 cells) where nuclei counting

is more straightforward. Moreover, the use of an autoencoder architecture allowed us to

pre-train a part of the classifier network on the entire dataset (excluding a small validation

set), thus reducing the amount of annotated training data needed. Importantly, supervised

learning performance depends on the quality of the training data (garbage in, garbage out).

Prediction of some classes (mainly the two middle classes) was limited, both because it was

extremely challenging to create reliable manual annotations for them (See Appendix Fig-

ure 8.5 on page 108), and (as I can assume) classification is challenging from those images.

It will be interesting to look at feature importance ranking of the classifier, such as Class

Activation Maps206, which can be informative for better prediction.
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If you program a machine, you know what it’s capable of.

If the machine is programming itself, who knows what it

might do?

Garry Kasparov, Deep Thinking

5
Discussion

In each of the projects we observed examples of the general trend in computer vision to-

wards deep learning. The trend is driven by two main attributes of deep learning methods.

First and foremost, the superior performance. In benchmark after benchmark, CNNs are

usurping industry standards. Another attractive attribute is the common approach across

the different tasks, which simplifies algorithm design for novel tasks.

More recent developments of deep learning, that are especially relevant for research and

microscopy, are those that enable good performance even with small training sets. Exam-

ples of this are using autoencoders as pre-trained networks, the availability of microscopy

specific pre-trained networks, and improved tools (Tensorflow 2.0, Keras, Pytorch) for

quick iteration and design. In opposition to another trend in deep learning, which is us-

ing bigger and bigger networks (e.g. GPT-3 has 175 billion parameters 21), we also see the

benefits of using smaller networks as those sometimes generalize better and are easier and

faster to tune and train.
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In this dissertation I described my contributions to three projects: precise Drosophila

wing registration using landmark detection, nucleus mapping of the C. elegans dauer from

an electron microscopy dataset, and an image analysis pipeline for studying transcriptional

repression in the C. elegans embryo. In those studies, the use of C. elegans and Drosophila

model systems allows us to study biological systems involved in development using a sys-

tems biology approach. The computer vision tools that I developed are critical in many

microscopy studies especially those of large datasets. The vast amounts of data produced by

modern microscopy platforms necessitate algorithmic processing. Still, every analysis pre-

sented here has required a specialized approach and at least some human annotation. I have

also presented methods to minimize this labor intensive and expensive task.

I wish to conclude this discussion by summarizing the work that’s already been done, as

well as ongoing work and the main future directions the projects can take.

Landmark matching on the Drosophila wing

In chapter 2, I described a system for landmark matching, for the accurate registration of

fly wing images, which is also extensible to other kinds of datasets. I described two solu-

tions: one active shape model, and one CNN based model. Both systems perform well and

indeed allow for the accurate registration of tens of thousands of images. For more imme-

diate improvements in the Drosophila wing landmark detection CNN based model, I think

a systematic exploration of landmark placement can be beneficial, as the current landmarks

show variable detectability. As I wrote in the end of chapter 2, an important extention of

this work is making it fully automatic, i.e. requiring no human interaction. This will en-

able its use by biology labs without technical expertise in machine learning. A tool like that

could fuel enhancer research in the fly wing model for years to come.
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Somatic nucleus mapping in the C. elegans dauer

In chapter 3, I described an EM based somatic nucleus mapping of the dauer. I presented

the first ever cell count of this interesting developmental stage (701 somatic cells). This is a

necessary step in connecting the cell lineage of the alternative developmental path, as well

as being part of a larger conversation in the scientific community about the degree of stereo-

typy in the C. elegans development (see the Discussion at the end of chapter 3). In order to

facilitate this work, I developed a CATMAID plugin to annotate the cell identities in the at-

las, a work which is ongoing. The big next step in the C. elegans dauer somatic cell nucleus

mapping will involve the matching of the current model to other datasets, and will most

probably require the acquisition of light-microscopy datasets with cell specific markers.

Image analysis pipeline for studying transcriptional repression in C. elegans

embryogenesis

In chapter 4, I described an analysis pipeline for the study of X-specific silencing in the de-

veloping C. elegans embryo by condensin DC. I described the use of smFISH spot detection

to quantify transcription, embryo masking in the images, and embryonic stage prediction.

For the latter, I presented a novel classification approach which predicts the age of the em-

bryo (binned into cell count ranges), which does not rely on counting cells. The work is

ongoing and experimental data is still being gathered. Once the data in in place, we will be

able use my tools to uncover some of the mechanisms that reduce transcriptional output

on the X chromosome (dosage compensation). The tools are further applicable to other

mechanistic questions where smFISH can be used to observe a biological process.
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Metric CNN Snake

count 800 800
mean 4.940 4.414
std 11.255 3.99
min 0 0.6
25% 0 1.677
50% 3.5 3.189
75% 4.95 6.622
max 192.786 54.573

Table 6.1:Metric comparison for distance fromGT for landmark detection, from all 40 landmarks in 20 test wings.
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Figure 6.1:Minimum (this figure) andmaximum (next figure) distances between every pair of landmarks of the training

set of theDrosophilawing dataset. Those values are used to initially test whether the detected landmarks distances in

the prediction set are within an accepted range.
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Figure 6.2:Maximum distances between every pair of landmarks of the training set of theDrosophilawing dataset.
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A B C D E

F G

Figure 7.1: TEM sample preparation (A-E) and dataset reconstruction (F-G) were done at HHMI Janelia Research

Campus. A.A daf-2mutant dauer larva B.was fixed by high pressure freezing in a specialized chamber,C. and then

embedded in a resin and cut into 561 sections of 70nm thick. D. The sections were placed on a grid E. andwere stained

and then each section was imaged as overlapping tiles. Virtual reconstruction of the dataset was done in TrakEM2 in

two steps F. First, within tile alignmentf,G. followed by between tile alignment. Figure sources: Images were taken at

during sample preparation, illustrations C,F,G are fromCardona et al., 2012 25.
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Figure 7.2: Effect of different pixel value

thresholds on the performance of the UNet

based approach for nuclei segmentation in the

dauer TEMdataset. The output of the classifier

is a probability of each pixel of being inside a

nucleolus, thus thresholding is needed for final

nuclei masks. As there is no significant differ-

ence between thresholding values larger that

0.85, I chose 0.95 as the threshold.
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Attribute Gain

Hessian_Trace_16.0 0.308
Difference_of_gaussians_16.0_8.0 0.295
Difference_of_gaussians_16.0_4.0 0.268

Gaussian_blur_2.0 0.249
Gaussian_blur_4.0 0.245
Gaussian_blur_1.0 0.243

original 0.241
Difference_of_gaussians_16.0_2.0 0.238

Gaussian_blur_8.0 0.220
Membrane_projections_2_19_1 0.217

Hessian_Eigenvalue_1_16.0 0.211
Membrane_projections_3_19_1 0.209
Membrane_projections_0_19_1 0.209
Membrane_projections_5_19_1 0.208

Hessian_Determinant_16.0 0.203
Difference_of_gaussians_16.0_1.0 0.201

Hessian_Eigenvalue_2_8.0 0.199

Table 7.1: FIJIWEKA random forest plug-in for dauer TEMdataset segmentation feature selection table. Table is

ordered by rank and only contains top ranked attributes. A total of 77 attributes and 200 estimators were used.
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Figure 7.3: Effect of distance from amanually

annotated layer on themean squared error

between the GT image of the nucleus contours

and the probability maps resulted by the RF

classifier.
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Figure 7.4: Screenshot of somatic cell nucleusmodel of the C. elegans render. Interactive version: preibischlab.
mdc-berlin.de/dauer/dauerRender/
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A B

MIX-1 SMC-4

DPY-26

DPY-28 CAPG-1

MIX-1 SMC-4

KLE-2

CONDENSIN I CONDENSIN II CONDENSIN DC

MIX-1 DPY-27

HCP-6 CAPG-2

DPY-26

DPY-28 CAPG-1

DPY-30 DPY-21

SDC-2

SDC-3

SDC-1

Dosage Compensation Complex DCC

Figure 8.1: C. elegans condensin complexes andDCC proteins. A. Subunits of condensin I and II. Both complexes share

the SMC heterodimer and differ by their sets of CAP subunits. B. TheDDC is composed of condensin DC and addi-

tional subunits of the holocomplex. condensin DC differs from condensin I only by its SMC4 variant, DPY-27.

Target Role Method Line

dpy-27 condensin DC subunit knockout MK4
dpy-27 condensin DC subunit RNAi N2 (WT)
sdc-2 DCC Protein RNAi N2 (WT)
ama-1 RNA polymerase II subunit RNAi N2 (WT)
set-1 histone h4 methylation RNAi N2 (WT)
dpy-21 Histone h4 demethylase knockout CB428
rex-1 DCC binding site deletion SEA-12

Table 8.1: Partial table of treatments tested in order to isolate the effect of different DCC components (or interacting

elements) on transcription during various stages of embryogenesis. For each condition, transcription of relevant genes

on the X chromosomes were quantified. Thematched control depended on the treatment - e.g. WT hermaphrodite X

chromosome genes, autosomes genes, distant X chromosome genes, and genes in male embryos.
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Figure 8.2: StarDist architecture andmethodA. 3DU-net NN (shown here in 2D for simplicity) to densely predict

for each pixel object probability (di,j), and a star-convex polygon parameterized by the radial distances (rki,j). final
instances are selected via non-maximum suppression (NMS). Figure source: Schmidt et al., 2018 162.
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Figure 8.3: Jupyter Notebookwidget for fast image quality, embryo andmask verification. The user sees 10 embryos

at once. For each embryo there are four images to helpmake the decision - the predictedmask, GFPmax projection,

DAPImax projection, and the first smFISH channel max projection. The user can choose if the embryo should be used

in the analysis and if themask should be recreated (rare).
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Figure 8.4: Screenshot of the ImageJmacro for efficient manual annotations of the stage bin of the embryos. Although

inmost cases the annotator just entered the stage bin from the 2Dmax projection without explicitly counting nuclei,

when unsure the option to also count nuclei on the imagewas given.
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Figure 8.5: Reliability of manual annotations

of stage bins. Laura Breimann annotated the

same set of 100 embryos twice. The two sets

have a Spearman correlation of 0.93. I chose a

regressionmetric (instead of classification) as

the stage bins are of rank order.

A B C

Figure 8.6: Embryo stage bin classification performance by different thresholds for tile certainty. A.No threshold (all

tile votes counted). B. Threshold 0.5. C. Threshold 0.7 - chosen threshold for the predictions.
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Figure 8.7: Embryo stage classification validation set rank for true class for each bin.
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